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What's  This  Supplement  All  About,
Chummer?
As a universal system, SAGA ruleset can be used to run campaigns in any setting imaginable.
The purpose of this supplement is to bring Shadowrun – arguably one of the coolest, most
memorable, and most enjoyable RPG settings ever created – to the SAGA gaming system. To
be clear, this supplement is NOT in any way a comprehensive campaign setting. There's little
detailed world/setting information herein, and there's really little need for it, as said information
is easily accessed on the Matrix via the Shadowrun wiki and by torrenting official 4 th/5th edition
Shadowrun PDFs.

Rather,  this  supplement exists  solely to adapt the mechanics and systematic  tropes of  the
Shadowrun setting to the SAGA rules system. Also included is a modified SAGA character
sheet, updated for use with the rules presented herein.

Without further ado...

Races & Meta-Races
Racial Modifiers (aka, total racist horseshit)
One of the signature elements of the Shadowrun setting is the reemergence of “Meta Types” or
Meta-Races in the contemporary world, all of which are traditional fantasy tropes in other, more
generic high fantasy settings. The most common among these are Elves, Dwarves, Orcs, and
Trolls,  though  a  great  many  others  (Minotaurs,  Halflings,  whatever,  etc.)  exist  in
disproportionately  small  minorities.  Humans remain the  most  populous and powerful  race,
though their dominance is slipping as the meta-human races expand their influence.

As  far  as  rules  are  concerned,  canonical  Shadowrun  follows  the  standard  (and  so  fucking
hackneyed) racist conventions that SAGA has always sought to abolish. For example, Trolls in
Shadowrun canon suffer a huge penalty to Intelligence and Charisma, while Elves get large
bonuses to Charisma and Speed. This convention, quite frankly, is bullshit.

Wanna play an super intelligent Troll decker in canonical Shadowrun? Well, you certainly can,
but  due  to  inherently  racist  conventions,  the  smartest  and  most  talented Troll  decker  will
ALWAYS be less capable than the smartest and most capable Human/Elf/Dwarf decker.

Fuck that.

As with all SAGA products, this supplement dispenses with such ludicrous racist rules. Trolls
are no dumber or less intellectually adept than any other meta-race in SAGA Shadowrun, nor
are the goblinoid peoples (Orcs, Trolls, Goblins, etc.) fundamentally less charismatic. For that
matter, Elves and Dwarves aren't essentially better or worse at anything either, at least on a
meta-racial level.
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However,  and  this  is  a  big  however,  the  world  of  Shadowrun  is  immensely  meta-racist.
Humans and Elves constitute the vast majority of high society and the bourgeoise-corporate
ruling class. Conversely, most orcs and trolls endure impoverishment, lack of education, and
are often forced into lives of crime.

This  divisive  racism  and  classism  should  certainly  have  a  profound  impact  on  any  SAGA
Shadowrun  campaign,  as  these  elements  of  world  politics  are  unfortunate  but  deeply
entrenched aspects of  the Sixth World.  Trog characters (trolls,  orcs,  etc.)  will  face extreme
prejudice in every activity and action they undertake, while Humans and Elves – even those
who run the shadows and reject society's racism – will glide through the world due to their
elitism and privilege.

While characters' Attributes and Skills in a SAGA Shadowrun campaign are not limited by their
race, their backgrounds, attitudes, and character archetypes should reflect the fucked up nature
of meta-race and class in game. For example, the previously mentioned brilliant troll decker can
be just  as intelligent as or  more noetically  able  than other gifted deckers,  but in  order to
achieve such a level of skill as a marginalized Trog, this character would certainly have faced a
great deal of discrimination in finding a mentor, acquiring a cyberdeck, an so forth. Perhaps
said troll even faces frequent accusations by Lone Star, cops, Knight Errant, and so on of having
stolen the deck, because how else could a poor, stupid trog have such a nice piece of kit?

Likewise,  Dwarves in the Shadowrun lore have monopolized trade and industry in a lot of
places. This doesn't mean that all Dwarven characters will have innate, racially imbued aptitude
for  haggling and machines,  but  it  does mean that  Dwarven characters raised in traditional
Dwarven communities (like Halferville in the Bay Area) will be more predisposed to learning
those skills when they're young.

Beyond  navigating  the  complexities  of  meta-race,  class,  and  privilege  politics,  SAGA
Shadowrun characters do not face limitations or bonuses to their stats based on race.

Except in the case of.....

Size Modifiers
Trolls  are  big in Shadowrun.  Like,  really  big.  As such,  regardless  of  a  troll's  other  stats  –
whether she is a meaty bruiser or a weakling twerp – all trolls are Size 2 in terms of game
mechanics.  As  detailed  in  the  SAGA  Core  Rulebook,  size  differences  in  combat  act  as
circumstantial bonuses in given contexts.

Since all humanoid melee and ranged weapons are Size 1, and all trolls are Size 2, this equates
to a circumstantial +1 to defend in all Rolls to Wound and Rolls to Knock Out (or, in the case of
those attacking a troll target, a circumstantial -1 in all Rolls to Wound/Knock Out). It also means
that trolls all receive the same circumstantial bonus when physically attacking smaller (i.e., Size
1) humanoids, and in all Rolls and matters pertaining to Strength.
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Trolls  are  bigger,  which  means  they're  harder  to  wound  and  kill,  and  which  gives  them
additional strength when dealing with smaller objects meant for regular-sized humanoids.

However, despite this passive bonus, NOT ALL TROLLS ARE STRONG! Shadowrun's canonical
rules suggests that trolls and Orcs are all just stronger than humans, elves, and dwarves. This is
so absurd. Surely, regardless of their massive size, there are weak trolls, crippled trolls, fat and
lazy trolls, and a variety of others who don't fit the bigger-always-equals-stronger model. 

Keep this in mind when creating Orc and Trolls characters. In other words, don't simply give
Orcs and Trolls high Strength just because their Orcs and Trolls. The passive Size bonus applies
whether a Trog is strong or not, so feel free (and encouraged) to make flimsy and otherwise
physically inept goblinoid characters.
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The Matrix & Decking
The intricate cloud/web of information that in our world is called the internet is known as the
Matrix  in  Shadowrun  lore.  Accessing  the  Matrix  –  which  contains  virtually  all  digitized
information in the world – is done using cyberdecks and datajacks (the wetware necessary to
jack in to the Matrix via a deck). Cyberdecks and the  deckers who use them utilize illegal
programs (that they often write themselves) to bypass IC (intrusion countermeasures) security
programs and access all the hidden nooks and crannies of the Matrix. Decking skills are most
often used for datasteals, forgery, implanting and extracting information, bypassing locks and
security systems, and so on. In a world where everything is digital, those who control the
Matrix control the world.

That being said, with the existence of an entity as vast and powerful as the Matrix, a number of
rules become necessary to govern the Matrix in game. These are as follows:

New Skill Specializations
To  depict  a  given  character's  mastery  in  various  aspects  of  decking,  several  new  Skill
Specializations within the Science & Gadgets Generalization become necessary. The first and
most obvious is Decking, which represents a character's general ability to attack, defend, and
infiltrate systems with a cyberdeck.  Program Software  is a necessary skill  specialization for
those deckers who wish to write their own programs for later use in the Matrix. Such programs
could include timing the opening or closing of maglock doors, writing IC programs, and so
forth.  Hardware is the skill specialization used by those who want to physically fabricate the
decks, datajacks, and other hardware that they use in meatspace. For those upstanding and
legal users of the Matrix, those who don't rely on illicit wares to hack the Matrix, Computers
skill specialization covers the use of non-cyberdeck terminals.

Furthermore, there are those rare few puissant individuals in Shadowrun lore who need neither
decks nor cyberterminals to access the Matrix, those who can magically attune themselves with
technology:  the  Technomancers.  For  any  character  who  possesses  the  innate  ability  to
magically hack Matrix systems, the skill specialization  Technomancy  is the equivalent of the
Decking skill. Technomancy can be used to hack systems, steal data, and do anything else in
cyberspace that decks can do, but it cannot be used to write software programs.

Those  players  who  wish  to  further  specialize  and  create  more  believable  characters  can
subdivide the Decking skill into:  Decking – Attacks (which governs all attacks made by the
decker  in  the  Matrix),  Decking  –  Defense (which  governs  the  decker's  use  of  defensive
programs against hostile IC in the Matrix), Decking – Intrusion & Stealth (which governs the
decker's ability to avoid alarms and move about without arousing suspicion in the Matrix), and
Decking – Hacking (which is a character's ability to bypass encryption). The same template can
also apply to further specializing Technomancy (e.g., Technomancy – Attacks, Intrusion, et. al.).
Security minded deckers and technomancers can also specialize in  Detecting Intrusion. This
precise specialization is encouraged, as it creates diverse and believable decker characters and
furnishes variability between different deckers.
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Cyberdecks (“Decks”), Cyberdeck Stats
As  with  all  hyper-competitive  industries,  the
corporations  and  mega-corporations  of
Shadowrun  produce  a  tremendous  variety  of
decks for shady Matrix runners to use.  Like all
weapons, armor, and gear in SAGA, cyberdecks
have  variable  stats  that  are  used  in  resolving
various conflicts in the Matrix in game.

The first of these stats is  Processing Speed  (or
just  Speed),  which  acts  in  the  Matrix  like  a
character's  Speed  stat  acts  in  meatspace.
Characters using faster  decks act before slower
IC, and vice versa. The second stat is Processing
Power  (or  just  Power),  which  represents  the
deck's capacity for stronger and deadlier attack
programs,  and  which  is  used  much  like  a
weapon's Deadliness stat. The third critical stat is
Firewall, which represents the deck's capacity for
defensive programs and internal security against
hostile IC and rival decker attacks, and which is
used much like an armor's  Protection stat.  The
final  crucial  cyberdeck  stat  is  System Stability,
which represents the deck's ability to withstand
hostile  programs  and  attacks  that  bypass  the
firewall, and which acts like a character's Strength
attribute when struck with an attack.

The following is a sampling of various canonical cyberdecks with stats altered to fit the SAGA
ruleset. Feel free to create others.
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Matrix Security: Intrusion Countermeasures (IC)
While the world of decking and hacking is certainly a glamorous (and hella profitable) one, it's
not without its dangers. Wealthy individuals and all corporations protect their precious data
with  security  programs,  commonly  known as  Intrusion Countermeasures,  or,  much more
commonly, IC (pronounced “ice”). IC comes in a variety of “colors”, with programs designed to
do everything from erode a  decker's  net  connection to  literally  physically  killing intruders.
Similar to the statistics presented above for decks and skill specializations for deckers, IC has a
number of stats used in game mechanics as well. These are identical to the stats outlined in the
previous section concerning cyberdecks, and are as follows:

Processing Speed is identical to the Processing Speed outlined in the previous section, and
represents an IC's ability to move and act quickly in the Matrix. Processing Power describes
the potency and efficacy of an IC, whatever it is designed to do, and is similar to the Deadliness
stat of weapons. Firewall is an IC's internal “shield” that protects against attacks. And Stability
is the capacity of a program to endure a successful attack against itself. Unlike cyberdecks, IC
has a fifth stat,  Intrusion Detection, which is a given program's ability to detect unwelcome
deckers.

Of course, not all ICs are created the same. A variety of programs exist for an equal variety of
reasons. Following below are descriptions of some of the more common types of Intrusion
Countermeasure and their corresponding stats. While the stats presented below are for IC units
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Deck Name  Speed/Power/Firewall/System Cost
MCT Trainee 1 1 1 1 17500¥
Radioshack PCD-500 2 2 1 1 21000¥
Erika MCD-1  1 1 2 2 49500¥
Microdeck Summit  2 2 2 1 58000¥
Cantor-Kurosawa Analyst 3 1 2 3 83000¥
Little Hornet 3 3 1 2 89700¥
Microtronica Azteca 200 2 3 2 3 110250¥
Hermes Chariot 3 3 3 3 123000¥
Aztechnology Emissary 2 1 5 3 168000¥
Yak Killer 3 4 2 2 194000¥
Microtronica Azteca 300 3 4 2 3 200000¥
Novatech Navigator 3 3 3 4 205750¥
Renraku Tsurugi 3 3 4 4 214125¥
Ring of Light Special 4 4 3 3 242000¥
Xiao MPG 1 4 4 4 4 302000¥
Shiawase Cyber 4 4 4 3 5 331000¥
Sony CIY-720 5 4 5 4 345000¥
Ares Echo Unlimited 5 5 4 4 395900¥
Shiawase Cyber-5 5 5 5 5 549375¥
Fairlight Excalibur 5 6 6 5 823250¥
Fairlight Paladin 6 6 6 6 1050000¥



that act independently of deckers, deckers themselves can write programs identical to these
and use them as isolated attacks against other deckers. Which, if any, IC attacks a decker knows
depend on the character, their software programming specialization, and the knowledge they
accrue in game. 

As usual, feel free to alter the below or create new IC based on the information herein. Also,
keep in mind that each of the IC listed below is configurable and customizable and that the
templates provided are for average IC of each sort. For example, one Acid IC might have the
stats listed below (as an Average Acid IC), while another, better written program might be a
Wicked Acid IC and have greatly increased Speed and Power.

Acid IC
Processing Speed: 3, Processing Power: 4, Firewall: 3, Stability: 3, Intrusion Detection: 2
Acid IC exists to erode and eventually eradicate the target's Firewall. Each time Acid IC makes a
successful  attack  through the  target's  firewall  and  system stability,  the  target's  cyberdeck's
Firewall stat is reduced by 1 until a complete system reboot. Reduction is cumulative. In the
case  of  Technomancers,  this  attack  simply  reduces  their  Technomancy  or  Technomancy  –
Defense (if specialized) by 1. Effects are cumulative and last until the technomancer is able to
rest and recover.

Binder IC
Processing Speed: 3, Processing Power: 4, Firewall: 2, Stability: 3, Intrusion Detection: 3
Binder  IC  programs exist  solely  to  lock-link intruding  deckers.  Any successful  attack  that
penetrates  the target's  firewall  and system stability  lock-links  the  target  (see the  following
section on Matrix Mechanics for information on lock-linking).

Black IC
Processing Speed: 4, Processing Power: 6, Firewall: 4, Stability: 5, Intrusion Detection: 5
Of all the IC that deckers routinely encounter, Black IC is by far the most feared. Hosts who run
this IC don't  want intruders repelled, they want them dead. Any time Black IC successfully
penetrates a target's firewall and successfully attacks system stability, the target is immediately
lock-linked AND suffers a Processing Power vs. Intelligence attack. If  this roll  succeeds, the
target suffers physical damage in the form of biofeedback, damaging their mind in meatspace
and potentially killing them.

Blaster IC (aka: “Grey IC”)
Processing Speed: 4, Processing Power: 5, Firewall: 4, Stability: 4, Intrusion Detection: 4
A slightly less potent but still terrifying form of Black IC, the blaster IC's effects are identical to
those described under Black IC.
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Crash IC
Processing Speed: 3, Processing Power: 4, Firewall: 2, Stability: 3, Intrusion Detection: 3
A successful  attack  from a  Crash IC  that  bypasses  Firewall  and System Stability  causes  an
immediate (and often painful) total shutdown of the intruder's deck. This is always accompanied
by dumpshock, but is typically not terribly severe (2 to 4). Same applies to Technomancers.

Jammer IC
Processing Speed: 2, Processing Power: 4, Firewall: 3, Stability: 3, Intrusion Detection: 4
This IC acts to “debuff” the target decker. Each successful attack by a Jammer IC that bypasses
Firewall and System Stability diminishes the Processing Power of the target's cyberdeck by 1.
This effect is cumulative and lasts until a full system reboot. In the case of Technomancers, the
attack reduces the target's Technomancy or Technomancy – Attacks (if specialized) by 1. This
effect is cumulative and lasts until the technomancer is able to rest and recover.

Killer IC
Processing Speed: 4, Processing Power: 5, Firewall: 3, Stability: 3, Intrusion Detection: 1
This particularly insidious IC attacks the target's cyberdeck motherboard rather than impacting
the user. Each successful attack by Killer IC that bypasses both Firewall and System Stability
reduces the System Stability of the target's cyberdeck by 1,  permanently.  This effect can be
undone by reinstalling or repairing the deck's hardware, but not while in the Matrix. Any deck
reduced to 0 System Stability is perma fried, totally caput, and utterly fragged. A user who is
jacked in when a deck is reduced to 0 suffers immediate and traumatic dumpshock, severity 4
to 6. Technomancers who are successfully attacked by Killer IC have all their Technomancy skills
reduced by 1. They can recover from this effect, but only after extensive rest and recuperation.
Some technomancers nailed by Killer IC may never recover. Any technomancer who is reduced
to 0 in any/all of their Technomancy skills suffers immediate and traumatic dumpshock (4 to 6
severity).

Marker IC
Processing Speed: 3, Processing Power: 4, Firewall: 2, Stability: 2, Intrusion Detection: 5
Marker IC exists not only to detect intruders but also to install wormware into intruders' decks
to render them less evasive and more easily identifiable. Each successful attack by a Marker IC
that bypasses Firewall and System Stability reduces the Decking – Intrusion specialization (or
just Decking if  not specialized) of the target by 1. Similarly, if  a technomancer is targeted,
successful attacks reduce their Technomancy – Intrusion by 1. These effects are cumulative and
remain until the deck is fully rebooted and the viruses removed (Software vs. Difficulty 4) or
until the Technomancer is able to rest and recuperate.

Patrol Prode IC
Processing Speed: 5, Processing Power: 0, Firewall: 3, Stability: 3, Intrusion Detection: 6
This IC exists for no other purpose than to detect and reveal intrusive deckers. It has no attack,
but is capable of immediately alerting its host (and therefore all other IC on its host) upon
detecting an intruder. Beyond its ability to “see” or “perceive” intrusive deckers, this IC also
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immediately traces any attack that it survives to the point of origin, thus revealing the attacker.
Single attacks that destroy this IC do NOT reveal the attacker's position or existence.

Scrambler IC
Processing Speed: 2, Processing Power: 5, Firewall: 3, Stability: 4, Intrusion Detection: 1
Upon successfully bypassing a target's Firewall and System Stability, this IC's attack randomly
redirects and transports a user to a random adjacent Matrix Node that is NOT a part of the
infiltrated  system,  hence  “scrambling”  the  user.  This  attack  is  so  disorienting  that  anyone
affected  by  it  must  roll  Willpower  vs.  Random Difficulty  (some  scrambles  are  worse  than
others). If a roll of this sort is failed, the victim suffers a biofeedback attack of a severity equal to
the Difficulty rolled against.

Sparky IC (aka: “Psycho Killer”)
Processing Speed: 5, Processing Power: 6, Firewall: 4, Stability: 4, Intrusion Detection: 2
Identical to the Killer IC but with upgraded stats.

Tracker IC
Processing Speed: 4, Processing Power: 4, Firewall: 1, Stability: 2, Intrusion Detection: 4
The run of the mill tracker IC exists mostly as a deterrent method, as deckers understand the
threat  it  poses  in  meatspace.  Any  time  this  IC  successfully  bypasses  Firewall  and  System
Stability, it traces the user's Matrix avatar to their real world location and instantly reports that
location to the relevant authorities (to corpsec for corporations who have private security, or to
local police, Lone Star, or Knight Errant for companies and individuals that outsource security).

Matrix Mechanics: Biofeedback & Dumpshock
The  process  of  jacking  in  to  the  Matrix  is  not  purely  technological;  indeed,  the  interface
between creature and machine is a physical and spiritual, if intangible, process. Just so, when a
decker's avatar is attacked by IC, or, worse, when a decker is forcibly booted from the Matrix,
physiological damage in meatspace often results.  This is known as  biofeedback,  the worst
manifestation of which is  dumpshock, the biofeedback trauma that occurs when a decker is
ejected from cyberspace.

Biofeedback and dumpshock  can occur  for  a  variety  of  reasons,  including faulty  hardware,
electrical shortages, and the like. By far, though, the most common reasons are attacks from IC
and  attacks  from  rival  and  corporate  deckers,  followed  by  being  forcibly  jacked  out  by
companions  when  lock-linked  in  the  Matrix.  Whatever  the  cause,  biofeedback  is  never  a
pleasant or desirable phenomenon and its in game consequences can be dire.

In terms of game mechanics, when biofeedback occurs, the Storyteller must first assign the
biofeedback  a  Severity,  ranked 1 to  5  for  most  typical  biofeedback,  and 6  or  even 7  for
profoundly brutal  biofeedback or  that  which is  caused by technomancy or  other mechano-
magical means. Then, once the Severity has been determined, the Storyteller rolls Severity vs.
Endurance of the victim. If this roll fails, the character receives the shock of biofeedback but is
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hardy enough to withstand its effects. Otherwise, if this roll defeats the victim, the biofeedback
overpowers her system and manifests as physical trauma.

When biofeedback affects a victim, its physical and mental effects vary according to its Severity
(and  to  the  Storyteller's  discretion,  of  course).  The  following  chart  gives  suggested
consequences for biofeedback trauma:

Obviously,  where penalties and physical  effects  occur in  game,  numeric  penalties and stat
adjustments should correspond.

Matrix Mechanics: Attacking, Defending in Cyberspace
In regards to implementing the Matrix and maneuvers therein in a gaming session, decking
essentially functions just like combat as detailed in the SAGA Core Rulebook. Deckers and IC
each have  avatars in  cyberspace,  which can be  represented with  miniatures  or  simply  by
describing their movements through the shifting alter reality of pseudo physical cyberspace.
Since the topography of cyberspace is quasi  tangible and made to appear physical,  there's
cover to hide behind, shadows to hide within,  and functional  facsimiles of  all  the physical
components of combat as described in the Core Rulebook. Of course, the topographic layout of
a given Node depends on the whims of its designers, meaning that corporate Nodes – those
most targeted by Shadowrunners – tend to be more barren and more difficult to infiltrate.

In any case, attacking and defending in the Matrix are functionally identical to normal SAGA
combat. Before making an attack, the acting character or IC decides what kind of attack to
initiate. IC each only have a single attack type as detailed in their profiles. Deckers, on the other
hand, can initiate any kind of attack they're familiar with programming, which includes every
kind of attack that IC can initiate. They can attempt to damage defend character's cyberdecks,
destroy defending IC outright, bounce rival deckers to other Nodes, break down rival decker's
firewalls  with  Acid  attacks  to  facilitate  implanting  viruses,  etc.  It's  really  up  to  PCs  and
Storytellers to decide what kind of attacks their characters know how to execute.
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Severity Effects
1 Nausea, disorientation, dizziness, extremely brief unconsciousness
2 Unconsciousness for one or two hours, powerful dizziness and nausea, 

slight vomiting, extreme disorientation and confusion
3 Unconsciousness for several hours, temporary penalties to 

coordination and perception skills, vomiting, powerful nausea
4 Unconsciousness for days, permanent stutter, lazy eye, nerve damage, 

permanent penalties to coordination and perception skills, sight loss, 
memory loss, brain damage

5 Seizures, extreme convulsions, coma, catatonia, total memory loss, 
large permanent penalties to perception and coordination skills

6+ Brain and/or ego death, physical death



A decker or technomancer who wishes to attack another decker or IC makes a  Roll to Hit,
accomplished  by  rolling  Decking  –  Attacks  or  Technomancy  –  Attacks  vs.  Defense  or
Processing Speed of  the target.  In  the case of  another decker,  it's  the decker's  Decking –
Defense stat; in the case of an enemy IC, use that program's Processing Speed. When attacking
a Technomancer, use that character's Technomancy – Defense specialization in the Roll to Hit.
When an IC is attacking a target, use its Processing Power as its attacking stat.

Any Matrix attack that succeeds on a Roll to Hit then moves on to the Roll to Bypass Firewall
(functionally identical to the Roll to Bypass Armor in normal combat). This is done by rolling the
attacker's cyberdeck Processing Power or Technomancy – Attacks vs. the Firewall rating of the
defender's cyberdeck or of the defending IC program. When attacking a Technomancer, again,
use that character's Technomancy – Defense specialization in the Roll to Bypass Firewall.

Finally,  once  a  defender  has  been  hit  and  their  firewall  bypassed,  there  comes  a  Roll  to
Damage  Systems (functionally  the  same  as  a  Roll  to  Wound  in  normal  combat).  This  is
accomplished by rolling the Processing Power of the attacker's cyberdeck or of the attacking
program vs. System Stability of the defender's deck or program. Technomancers defending in
this roll use their Intelligence attribute (which represents their mental System Stability). Failure
means that the defending system's programming withstands the attack and suffers no damage.
Success  means  that  the  defending system's  programming is  damaged by  the  attack,  with
results in these situations varying based on the type of attack used.

Following below is a chart summarizing Matrix attacks for quick reminder/reference:
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ATTACKER
Roll to Hit:
(Decker) Decking – Attacks
(Technomancer) Technomancy – Attacks
(IC) Processing Power

Roll to Bypass Firewall:
(Decker) Cyberdeck's Processing Power
(Technomancer) Technomancy – Attacks
(IC) Processing Power

Roll to Damage Systems:
(Decker) Cyberdeck's Processing Power
(Technomancer) Technomancy – Attacks
(IC) Processing Power

DEFENDER
Roll to Hit:
(Decker) Decking – Defense
(Technomancer) Technomancy – Defense
(IC) Processing Speed

Roll to Bypass Firewall:
(Decker) Cyberdeck's Firewall
(Technomancer) Technomancy – Defense
(IC) IC's Firewall

Roll to Damage Systems:
(Decker) Cyberdeck's System Stability
(Technomancer) Character's Intelligence
(IC) IC's System Stability

V
E
R
S
U
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Matrix Mechanics: Intrusion & Stealth in Cyberspace
As with meatspace, characters' avatars in the Matrix can slink about and avoid detection via
stealth. This particular facet of decking (and technomancy) is known as Intrusion, the practice
of which is where the term Intrusion Countermeasure originates. It's a well known fact that
some of the most successful deckers in Shadowrun lore have little skill attacking and defending
against IC, and in practice avoid combat altogether by ghosting through cyberspace completely
undetected.

Intrusion in the Matrix is quite simple. A character remains stealthy in cyberspace until she
encounters IC or a rival decker avatar. Any time a stealthy character comes into contact with IC
or a hostile decker, she must Roll to Remain Stealthy (whereas hostile prowlers on the lookout
for  hackers  can  Roll  to  Detect  Intruders).  This  is  done  by  rolling  Decking  –  Intrusion  or
Technomancy – Intrusion vs. the enemy's Detect Intrusion skill. Failure means that the enemy
decker or IC finds the intrusive decker in the system. Success means that the intrusive decker
remains undetected. 

Conversely,  characters  may  also  Roll  to  Detect  Intruders while  jacked  in  to  detect  rival
deckers.  This  is  done  by  rolling  Detect  Intrusion  vs.  the  rival's  Decking  –  Intrusion  or
Technomancy – Intrusion.

As with overt activities in meatspace, attacking, setting off alarms, and so forth will reveal a
stealthy intrusive decker whether or not he rolls to remain stealthy.

Matrix Mechanics: Hacking Encrypted Nodes
Outside of the maneuvers of cybercombat and cyberstealth, there's also the incredibly crucial
Matrix skill of hacking. Security in cyberspace isn't limited to deckers and IC, and intelligent
security consultants bank on deft deckers getting past these obstacles. Just so, almost all data
worth stealing, all secure access points worth protecting, are encrypted with passcodes and
alarms. These must be hacked if one wishes to access them without the proper authorization.

This is the final skill of critical importance to the Decker and Technomancer alike: Hacking.

Any time a character encounters an encrypted node in game, this skill is used by making a Roll
to Hack: Hacking vs. Encryption Difficulty. The difficulty varies according to the Programming
Skill of the security specialist or decker who wrote the encryption (and is thus left to Storyteller
discretion).

A  successful  hacking  of  an  encrypted  node  keeps  a  chummer  stealthy  and  undetected.
However,  failing  a  roll  to  hack  sets  off  any  alarms  written  into  the  encryption,  instantly
summons any IC that are docked to the node, and makes subsequent hacking attempts more
difficult. 
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Arsenal: Weapons & Armor Errata
As SAGA is a universal RPG system, the weapons and armor listed in the Core Rulebook are
unsurprisingly generic and broad in scope. This is especially true of firearms, which, in both
reality and in Shadowrun canon, are extremely diverse in terms of caliber, ammo capacity, and
selective fire options, as well  as a variety of modifications and enhancements. This chapter
seeks  to  expand  on  the  generic  weaponry  and  protective  gear  listed  in  the  SAGA Core
Rulebook by integrating a variety of gear from Shadowrun lore.

Note: The following weapons profiles add the new stat Holdout Difficulty, which represents a
given  weapon's  ability  to  be  secreted  away  at  weapons  checkpoints  or  law  enforcement
scrutiny. Characters roll their Stealth Generalization or any relevant specialized skills (Sleight of
Hand, Concealing Weapons, etc.) against this difficulty when trying to conceal these weapons.
Of course, even if a weapon is concealed, a character with a high Detect will probably still
notice it... 

Also note, unless otherwise listed, all of the weapons below are considered Size 1.

WEAPONS
MELEE
Every variety of melee weapon listed in the Core Rulebook for medieval and post apocalyptic
societies  exists  in  Shadowrun  SAGA.  The  main  difference  is  advancements  in  weapon
technology, namely, the development of monofilament weapons. For every variety of melee
weapon  that  exists  that  has  an  edge,  a  monofilament  variety  has  been  developed  (e.g.,
Monofilament Katana, Monofilament Battleaxe, etc.). When using these weapons in game, add
+1 to both the Deadliness and Penetration stats of the corresponding weapons listed in the
Core Rulebook.

PISTOLS (Tasers)
Cavalier Safeguard
Deadliness: 3 Penetration: 2 Clip Size: 6
Firing Modes: Single shot
Cost & Availability: 275¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 2
Special Features: Integral laser sight
Optional Mods: Smartlink
Smartlink Wireless Features:  successful  hit  informs
user of the target's health status

Description: A reliable self-defense weapon, this taser forgoes some wattage in each dart for a
larger ammunition capacity, and backs that up with a top-mounted laser for increased accuracy
for a less skilled shooter. It still looks sufficiently enough like a pistol to still intimidate targets
who might scoff at a mere taser. Integral laser gives +1 in all Rolls to Hit.
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Defiance EX Shocker
Deadliness: 5 Penetration: 4 Clip Size: 4
Firing Modes: Single shot
Cost & Availability: 250¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 3
Special Features: contacts for melee
Optional Mods: Smartlink
Smartlink  Wireless  Features:  successful  hit
informs user of the target's health status

Description: This heavy-duty taser fires up to 4 darts that trail wires up to 20 meters long. The
wired connection to the battery allows for a more powerful shock. Most modern tasers use
wireless darts, so the Defiance EX Shocker is an exception. It also features contacts that allow it
to be used as a stun weapon in melee. 

Tiffani Defiance Protector
Deadliness: 4 Penetration: 3
Clip Size: 4 Firing Modes: Single shot
Cost & Availability: 250¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 2
Special  Features: integral  laser  sight,  gecko
grip
Optional Mods: Smartlink
Smartlink  Wireless  Features:  successful  hit

informs user of the target's health status; can be remote activated when mounted via gecko
grip to any surface, max signal distance 20m
Description:  A  sleek  taser  designed  to  accessorize  well  with  business  and  high  society
fashions, with the added benefit of geckogrip to allow it to be set anywhere that is comfortable
on the body and a sleek top-mounted laser sight for quick targeting. This is a perfect choice to
go with the immortal little black dress, stored under the dashboard of a car, or put next to the
bed for a good night’s sleep. Laser sight gives +1 in all Rolls to Hit, and gecko grip allows the
taser to be mounted just about anywhere.

PISTOLS (Light)
Fichetti Tiffani Needler
Deadliness: 5 Penetration: 2
Clip Size: 4 Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost & Availability: 1000¥, rare, available to the elite
Holdout Difficulty: 2* (can be reduced to 1 by changing the color to match the wearer's skin
and/or clothing
Special Features: colorchange coating
Optional Mods: Smartlink
Smartlink Wireless Features: can activated color change coating at will
Description:  Designed to  appeal  to  social  climbers  and  debutantes,  the  Tiffani  Needler  is
available in a wide variety of colors and styles. It also has a special color-changing coating that
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can be manipulated via wireless signal. This is useful to make sure your gun matches with your
shoes or your handbag. The Needler fires flechette rounds, excellent at ripping flesh, but not
superb at penetrating armor. Perfect for those up close and personal "fuck you"s.

Fichetti Tiffani Self Defender 2075
Deadliness: 2 Penetration: 3
Clip Size: 4 Firing Modes: Single shot
Cost & Availability: 350¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 2* (can be reduced to 1 by changing the
color to match the wearer's skin and/or clothing
Special Features: colorchange coating
Optional Mods: Smartlink
Smartlink  Wireless  Features:  can  activated  color  change
coating at will

Description: A purse pistol that has been updated to include the latest in fashion programming
for its color-change coating, allowing it to be an excellent accessory for any outfit. Updates are
available for a modest annual fee.

Streetline Special
Deadliness: 2 Penetration: 3
Clip Size: 6
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost & Availability: 120¥, super common
Holdout Difficulty: 2
Special Features: 
Optional Mods: Smartlink
Description:  Popular among society’s dregs, the
Streetline Special is a small, lightweight weapon

made of composite materials. Easily concealable, though not terribly powerful.
 
Walther Palm Pistol
Deadliness: 3 Penetration: 3 Clip Size: 2 (1 in each barrel)
Firing Modes: Single shot, both barrels at once
Cost & Availability: 180¥, uncommon Holdout Difficulty: 1
Special Features: None
Optional Mods: Smartlink
Description: This is a classic double-barreled derringer in an over-under barrel combination. It
packs a punch for its size, but on the downside it has one of the most diminutive “magazine”
capacities on the market: just one bullet per barrel. Both barrels can be fired at once, which
involves a single Roll to Hit, but a subsequent Roll to Bypass Armor and Roll to Wound for each
shot.
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Colt New Model Revolver
Deadliness: 2-3, depends on caliber
Penetration: 3 Clip Size: 5 (cylinder)
Firing Modes: Single shot
Cost  & Availability:  180¥,  common in  UCAS,
uncommon elsewhere     Holdout Difficulty: 3
Special Features: None
Optional Mods: Smartlink, laser sight, scope
Description: The New Model Revolver is Colt’s
return  to  the  small-revolver  market,  launched

with a marketing campaign aimed at young homeowners and small security firms. The New
Model is manufactured in a variety of small calibers and is largely of conventional design. The
cylinder  uses  a  simple  left-side  drop  to  allow  rapid  reloading  with  the  appropriate
manufacturer-approved speed loader. This model is only produced at Colt’s Connecticut facility
and has largely remained rare outside of northeastern UCAS. Inside the UCAS, citizens can be
proud to purchase from one of their homegrown success stories. Trust the quality of a proven
manufacturer. Trust the Legend™. 

Ares Light Fire 70
Deadliness: 3 Penetration: 3 Clip Size: 16
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost & Availability: 200¥, common Holdout Difficulty: 3
Special Features: None
Optional Mods: Smartlink, barrel-mounted silencer (750¥, gives +1 to hit, silences weapon)
Description: The Ares Light Fire 70 is one of the most common pistols on the market.  A
special barrel-mounted silencer developed exclusively for the Light Fire 70 is available that
gives  the weapon increased accuracy and range,  and makes the weapon silent.  These are
difficult  to acquire  through legal  channels,  and cost  ~750¥ on the black market.  Common
weapon among law enforcement.

Ares Light Fire 75
Deadliness: 3 Penetration: 3 Clip Size: 16
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost & Availability: 1250¥, uncommon , generally legal only for specops and law enforcement
Holdout Difficulty: 4
Special Features: Integral silencer and smartgun system
Optional Mods: Laser sight
Description: Designed based on one of the most common pistols on the market, the Light Fire
75 is a weapon for special operators, not commonly available through legal channels. A special
barrel-mounted silencer developed exclusively for the Light Fire comes attached. In addition to
its integral silencer, the Ares Light Fire 75 includes a smartgun system. The combination of
silencer and smartgun system gives users a +3 bonus in Rolls to Hit, and renders the weapon
silent.
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Beretta 201T
Deadliness: 3 Penetration: 3 Clip Size: 21
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic, 3 round burst
Cost & Availability: 210¥, common Holdout Difficulty: 3
Special Features: Detachable shoulder stock
Optional Mods: Smartlink
Description: This light sidearm is used by many security professionals. It is capable of burst fire.
Since the 201T is classified as a light pistol without further limitations, it is quite popular with
security agencies in countries where heavy pistols and machine pistols are hard to come by
legally. The weapon includes a detachable shoulder stock,  which,  when attached and used
gives a +1 bonus in Rolls to Hit.

Colt America L36
Deadliness: 4 Penetration: 3
Clip Size: 11
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost & Availability: 320¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 2
Special Features: None
Optional Mods: Smartlink, laser sight
Description:  A venerable pistol with a large

caliber  and  a  larger  reputation.  This  basic  firearm  is  cheap,  easily  concealed,  and  nearly
ubiquitous. A perfect throwaway weapon.

Fichetti Executive Action
Deadliness: 4 Penetration: 3 Clip Size: 18
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic, 3 round burst
Cost & Availability: 400¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 3
Special Features: None
Optional Mods: Smartlink, laser sight
Description: “Manage your danger with Executive Action!” is
the  latest  in  a  long  series  of  taglines  for  this  pistol,  which
incorporates a burst-fire option as standard. With no other truly
compelling features, marketing is what this firearm mostly has
going for it, but that appears to be all it needs to keep selling
well. 
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Fichetti Security 600
Deadliness: 4 Penetration: 3 Clip Size: 30
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost & Availability: 500¥, uncommon
Holdout Difficulty: 3
Special Features: Detachable/folding shoulder stock, integral laser sight
Optional Mods: Smartlink
Description:  A  light  sidearm  for  security  forces,  this  weapon’s  highly  efficient  feeding
mechanism  allows  it  a  thirty-round  magazine.  The  Fichetti  Security  600  comes  with  a
detachable folding stock and laser sight, each of which gives a +1 in Rolls to Hit (+2 when used
together).

Nitama Sporter
Deadliness: 3 Penetration: 3
Clip Size: 18
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost & Availability: 300¥, rare
Holdout Difficulty:  3 when assembled, 1
when disassembled
Special Features: None
Optional Mods: Smartlink, laser sight

Smartlink Wireless Features: Distance finder
Description: Made from twenty different weapon detector-defeating components that appear
to be everyday items (such as jewelry and commlink add-ons), this pistol is a choice weapon to
sneak into areas illegally. It is difficult but not impossible to figure out that the disparate items
are actually part of a firearm. It helps, of course, if you’ve seen one before.

Shiawase Armaments Puzzler
Deadliness: 3 Penetration: 3 Clip Size: 12
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost & Availability: 900¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 3 when assembled, 0 (automatic success) when disassembled
Special Features: Disassembles into common miscellany that don't appear to be a gun, integral
laser sight
Optional Mods: Smartlink
Description:  “A perfect pistol for the inexperienced, small-framed metahuman” is often how
gun shop clerks describe this lightweight, sleek, and long-barreled pistol. With a built-in laser
sight, low felt-recoil, and a small internal magazine, it is a popular home-defense weapon. The
integral laser sight yields a +1 on Rolls to Hit.

To recognize this weapon in its disassembled state requires and Intelligence vs. Difficulty 5 roll,
OR intimate  Knowledge  of  the  Shiawase  Armaments  Puzzler  or  Light  Pistols  or  whatever.
Assembling or  disassembling this  pistol  requires a Crafting Generalization or  relevant Pistol
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Crafting specialization vs. Difficulty 3 roll. A particular bad failure of a roll of this sort means the
character breaks one or more components.

Taurus Omni-6
Deadliness: * Penetration: *
Clip Size: 6 (cylinder)
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost & Availability: 300¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 3
Special Features: Integral laser sight
Optional Mods: Smartlink, scope
Description: *This reliable, rugged revolver is

specially designed to handle a wide variety of ammunition. Popular with hobbyists and hand-
loaders, the Omni-6 comes with some interchangeable cylinders so it can take either cased or
caseless, light pistol or heavy pistol ammo. The Omni-6 includes an integral laser sight, which
yields a +1 in all Rolls to Hit. Some common calibers for this pistol:

• .22: Deadliness: 2, Penetration: 4
• .357/.38/9mm: Deadliness: 3, Penetration: 3
• .40/10mm: Deadliness: 4, Penetration: 3
• .44 or .45: Deadliness: 4, Penetration: 4
• .50/12.7mm: Deadliness: 5, Penetration: 4
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Colt Agent Special
Deadliness: 5 Penetration: 3 Clip Size: 8
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost & Availability: 250¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 2
Special Features: None
Optional Mods: Smartlink, laser sight
Description:  The Agent Special has been one of Colt’s
bestsellers since its introduction over a century ago, and
continuing  updates  and  upgrades  keep  it  more  than

relevant. The weapon’s large caliber makes it popular with shooters who prefer hitting power
over range. The short barrel also reduces the round’s penetrative power, but the ability to use
the same ammunition as a heavy pistol  means that some organizations are turning to this
steady performer to simplify their logistics.

PISTOLS (Heavy)
Ares Predator V
Deadliness: 5 Penetration: 4 Clip
Size: 15
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost & Availability: 725¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 3
Special Features: Integral smartgun system
Optional Mods: Smartlink, laser sight
Description:  The newest iteration of the most
popular handgun in the world, especially with

mercenaries and shadowrunners. Upgraded with improved ergonomics and handling features,
the Ares Predator V includes a smartgun system, which gives a +1 in all Rolls to Hit. Some say
that the Ares Predator V isn’t better than other guns in its class, but no one can argue that it
has better brand recognition. 

Ares Viper Silvergun
Deadliness: 6 Penetration: 3 Clip Size: 30
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic, 3 round burst
Cost & Availability: 470¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 3
Special Features: Integral sound suppressor
Optional Mods: Smartlink, laser sight
Description:  The sleek Slivergun pairs the undeniably winning combo of burst-fire capability
and built-in sound suppression (an integral silencer) with its large magazine capacity. It fires
metal  flachette  slivers  that  excel  at  eviscerating  flesh,  but  do  not  offer  optimal  armor
penetration. Because the silencer is internal (i.e., does not add barrel length), it does not grant
a bonus to hit, although it does silence the weapon.
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Browning Ultra Power
Deadliness: 5 Penetration: 4 Clip Size: 10
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost & Availability: 640¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 3
Special Features: Integral top mounted laser sight
Optional Mods: Smartlink
Description: This venerable sidearm is the Ares Predator’s primary competition as the world’s
toughest heavy pistol. It offers a built-in top-mounted laser sight and is slightly cheaper than
the competition's pistol. Its built in laser sight gives a +1 bonus on all Rolls to Hit.

Cavalier Deputy
Deadliness: 5 Penetration: 5 
Clip Size: 7 (cylinder)
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost & Availability: 225¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 3
Special Features: None
Optional Mods: Smartlink, laser sight
Description:  With  the  return  of  Western

aesthetics in fashion, the Deputy has become a choice for modern-day urban cowboys and
gunslingers. Less punishing t o the wrist and sporting a seven-chamber cylinder, this pistol is a
choice  competitor  to  the  Ruger  Super  Warhawk.  Furthermore,  the  Deputy's  lengthy  barrel
facilitates greater muzzle velocity and, therefore, greater penetrating power.

Colt Government 2066
Deadliness: 5 Penetration: 4 Clip Size: 14 Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost & Availability: 425¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 3
Special Features: None
Optional Mods: Smartlink, laser sight
Description: This government-issue weapon, styled after the legendary Colt M1911a1, uses an
electrically  induced  spark  to  detonate  the  bullet’s  propellants  rather  than  a  hammer.  The
removal of most moving parts from the firing mechanism gives this weapon a reputation for
being exceptionally reliable and much easier to maintain (+1 to all Crafting/Repair related rolls
involving this weapon). 
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Onotari Arms Violator
Deadliness: 5 Penetration: 5 Clip Size: 10
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic, 2 round burst
Cost & Availability: 750¥, uncommon
Holdout Difficulty: 3
Special Features: Integral smartlink
Optional Mods: Laser sight, DNA lock/unlock grip 
coding
Smartlink  Wireless  Features:  Safe  target  system,
advanced safety system

Description:  Constantly  updated  to  take  advantage  of  its  reputation  for  using  the  latest
integrated electronics and modern materials, this pistol has become the poster child on gun
ranges everywhere as the latest for cutting-edge shootists. It comes with a smartlink, basic safe
target system, and an advanced safety system (also basic), all updated constantly for a modest
annual  fee  to  Onotari  Arms.  A  patented  delayed-recoil  operation,  along  with  caseless
ammunition to cut down on moving parts, help with making tight, double-tapped groups in
targets. This weapon's superior design and electronic features give the user +2 in all Rolls to
Hit.

PSK-3  Collapsible  Heavy
Pistol
Deadliness: 5 Penetration: 5 
Clip Size: 10
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost & Availability: 1050¥, rare
Holdout Difficulty: 4 when unfurled,
1 when collapsed
Special  Features: Folds  into  a
concealable box

Optional Mods: Smartlink, Laser sight, silencer 
Description: Designed for the Russian UGB secret police in 2061, this pistol is able to fold up
into  a  box  barely  larger  than  an  old-style  wallet  when  the  clip  is  removed.  Formerly  a
clandestine weapon made only for the UGB, information about it leaked to the public rather
quickly and it became a popular choice for protection details and spy agencies around the
world. Able to flip into combat mode with the press of a single button, this weapon can also be
fitted with a custom silencer that must be bought separately for 700¥. Any PSK-3 fitted with
the optional external silencer gets +1 on Rolls to Hit and is silent.
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Savalette Guardian
Deadliness: 6 Penetration: 6 Clip Size: 12
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic, 3 round burst
Cost & Availability: 870¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 3
Special Features: None
Optional Mods: Smartlink, Laser sight
Smartlink Wireless Features:  Safe target system,
advanced safety system
Description:  This heavily chromed street monster
of  a  pistol  has  been popular  in  the  shadows for

over two decades. A heavy pistol with an integrated smartgun link, an internal micro-gyro
recoil absorption system, and the option for burst firing, it’s a very reasonable weapon for an
experienced owner who expects to be in heavy combat.

Remington Roomsweeper
Deadliness: * Penetration: * Clip Size: 8
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost & Availability: 250¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 4
Special Features: None
Optional Mods: Smartlink, Laser sight
Description:  This  beast  of  a  weapon  is  less  a
pistol and more a short barreled shotgun. It can

fire both buckshot, slugs, and flechette rounds, giving it variable function in combat scenarios.
The following stats are provided for each of these types of ammo:

• Buckshot: Deadliness: 4, Penetration: 3 (wide cone area of effect)
• Slug: Deadliness: 5, Penetration: 4
• Flechette: Deadliness: 6, Penetration: 3

Ruger Super Warhawk
Deadliness: 7 Penetration: 6 Clip Size: 6 (cylinder)
Firing Modes: Single shot
Cost & Availability: 400¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 4
Special Features: None
Optional Mods: Smartlink, Laser sight
Description:  This revolver is as loud as a jet liner and twice as shiny. It’s also one of the
scariest handguns in the world. The cased ammo variant is popular for the sheer pistolero thrill
of swinging open the cylinder gate one handed and dumping spent brass. 
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PISTOLS (Machine)
Ares Crusader II
Deadliness: 4 Penetration: 4 Clip Size: 40
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic, 3 round burst
Cost & Availability: 830¥, uncommon
Holdout Difficulty: 4
Special Features: None
Optional Mods: Smartlink, Laser sight
Description: A large magazine and easy handling make the Ares Crusader II one of the most
popular  weapons  of  its  class.  It  features  an  integral  barrel-mounted  gas-vent  2  recoil
compensation system and comes with an integral smartgun system. These features give the
user of this weapon +2 on all Rolls to Hit.

Ceska Black Scorpion
Deadliness: 3 Penetration: 3 Clip Size: 35
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic, 3 round burst
Cost & Availability: 270¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 2
Special Features: Folding shoulder stock
Optional Mods: Smartlink, Laser sight
Description: This classic, minuscule machine pistol provides concealable burst-fire capability. It
comes equipped with an integral folding stock. When the stock is extended, the user receives a
+1 bonus on all Rolls to Hit.

Onotari Arms Equalizer
Deadliness: 4 Penetration: 3 Clip Size: 12
Firing Modes: 3 round burst, Full automatic
Cost & Availability: 750¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 3
Special Features: Extendable shoulder stock, laser sight
Optional Mods: Smartlink
Description: A boxy machine pistol that comes from the factory with a laser sight, collapsible
stock, and no iron sights for a snag-free draw. It uses cased ammunition only. This Saeder-
Krupp weapon is popular with bodyguards and smaller security companies due to the ease of
legally acquiring it. The strong bullpup mechanism ejects the spent shells up and to the right,
making it slightly less popular with left-handed users. This weapon's features give users +1 on
Rolls to Hit from the laser sight and an additional +1 in Rolls to Hit if the stock is extended.
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PPSK-4  Collapsible  Machine
Pistol
Deadliness: 4 Penetration: 3 
Clip Size: 30
Firing  Modes:  Semi-automatic,  3  round
burst
Cost & Availability: 2800¥, rare
Holdout  Difficulty:  3  when  extended,  1
when collapsed
Special Features: Folding stock
Optional Mods: Smartlink, laser sight, 
silencer
Description: Similar to the PSK-3 collapsible

pistol, this machine pistol variant utilizes a smaller caliber round, but has a much greater ammo
capacity and is capable of burst fire. Popular with bodyguards, private security, and, of course,
shadowrunners.

Steyr TMP
Deadliness: 3 Penetration: 3 
Clip Size: 30
Firing  Modes:  Semi-automatic,  3  round
burst, full automatic
Cost & Availability: 350¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 3
Special Features: Integral laser sight
Optional Mods: Smartlink, silencer
Description: This lightweight polymer-frame
pistol is capable of full autofire, but its light
weight makes it hard to control when firing
on full auto. It comes equipped with a built-

in top-mounted laser sight. The sight imparts a +1 bonus in all Rolls to Hit, while firing this
weapon on full auto yields a -1 penalty in Rolls to Hit (yes, using the laser sight on full auto
mitigates  the  bonus  and  penalty).  The  small  caliber  of  this  machine  pistol  doesn't  boast
impressive stopping power, but the weapon is easily concealable and shoots with extreme
rapidity, making it a popular weapon in the shadows.
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Ultimax 70
Deadliness: 4 Penetration: 4 Clip
Size: 15
Firing Modes: 3 round burst, full automatic
Cost & Availability: 800¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 2
Special Features: Integral laser sight, gas vent 2
Optional Mods: Smartlink
Description: Originally designed for clandestine

operation, the lack of wireless systems from the firearm makes it popular for concealed carry.
With an integrated laser sight and gas-vent system, it is accurate and easy to control in burst
fire, but it also has the capacity to suppress opponents for a short time. Ultimax continues to
have a lack of modern (read: wireless) accessories factory installed, but it offers a host of after-
market modifications. Its integral laser sight gives the user of this weapon +1 in all Rolls to Hit.

Fianchetti Military 100
Deadliness: 4 Penetration: 3 
Clip Size: 20
Firing  Modes:  Semi-automatic, 3  round
burst, full automatic
Cost & Availability: 850¥, uncommon
Holdout Difficulty: 3
Special  Features: Integral  smartgun
system
Optional Mods: Laser sight, silencer

Smartlink Wireless Features: Full weapon status readouts at all times
Description: The Military 100 offers accurate automatic fire on a large-pistol frame. Fianchetti’s
engineers have integrated a full spectrum smartlink sensor into the weapon’s frame, increasing
accuracy in semi-automatic and fully automatic operation. The model features a rigid, reinforced
polymer frame with fully integrated diagnostic sensors linked to the smartlink’s data transfer
protocols, ensuring the operator full access to their weapon’s status at all times. Despite this
weapon's  name,  shadowrunners  and  neo-anarchists  have  documented  many  times  on  the
Matrix that this weapon lacks armor penetrating ability and is used almost exclusively against
slum  dwellers  and  the  SINless  by  police  forces,  casting  the  weapon's  name  into  doubt.
Regardless, the weapon's integral smartgun system gives all users +1 in Rolls to Hit.
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Cavalier Evanator
Deadliness: 3 Penetration: 3 
Clip Size: 20
Firing Modes: 3 round burst, full automatic
Cost & Availability: 775¥, rare
Holdout Difficulty: 2
Special  Features: Integral  laser  sight,  caseless
electronic firing system
Optional Mods: Smartlink
Description:  Utilizing  the  latest  in  projectile
development,  this  surprisingly  controllable

lightweight automatic is capable of providing suppressive fire under nearly any circumstances.
The slanted magazine reduces the number of jams due to magazine spring malfunction, while
the integrated laser sight ensures the user sees exactly where they are aiming. The electronic
firing mechanism ensures the complete combustion of the caseless propellant while reducing
the perceived recoil to the firer. When fitted with its standard folding stock, the Evanator can
serve  as  the  primary  weapon  in  a  close-quarter  engagement.   This  weapon's  superior
construction and integral laser sight gives users +2 in all Rolls to Hit.

Remington Suppressor
Deadliness: 4 Penetration: 4
Clip Size: 15
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic, 3 round burst
Cost & Availability: 700¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 2
Special  Features: Integral  laser  sight,  caseless
electronic firing system
Optional Mods: Smartlink
Description:  The  first  modern  automatic  pistol

design offered by Remington, the Suppressor is intended for paramilitary organizations and
government agencies requiring compact automatic weapons. The design integrates a number
of European stylistic elements with modern automated manufacturing quality control methods,
resulting in finely tuned tolerances intended to allow the user to accurately engage any target.
The weapon is shipped with a detachable sound suppressor, allowing the user to reduce their
audio signature at the expense of concealment. When the suppressor is attached, the user
receives a +1 bonus in Rolls to Hit and the weapon is silent, though its added size and weight
give +1 Difficulty to Holdout attempts.
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SUBMACHINE GUNS
Ares Executioner
Deadliness: 4 Penetration: 4
Clip Size: 30
Firing  Modes:  Semi-automatic, 3  round
burst, full automatic
Cost & Availability: 1000¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 4
Special Features: Integral stock, silencer
Optional Mods: Smartlink, laser sight
Description:  The  Executioner  is  still  the
ultimate  in  concealable  firepower  for  the

executive protection professional. The weapon neatly fits down into a specially designed small
briefcase,  available  in  a  number  of  different  styles  and colors  (+400¥ per  extra  case).  The
weapon can be fired from the briefcase by pushing a concealed stud, or through the user’s PAN
with smartlinked versions (+500¥). When fired from the briefcase, the user receives a -2 on
Rolls to Hit, but the surprise the Executioner provides may be enough to ensure survival. The
Executioner also features an integral sound suppressor and an extendable stock for occasions
when it is removed from its case. Deploying the stock and suppressor yields a silent weapon
with a +2 bonus in Rolls to Hit (+2 Difficulty to Holdout).

Colt Cobra TZ-120
Deadliness: 4 Penetration: 3 Clip Size: 32
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic, 3 round burst, full automatic
Cost & Availability: 660¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 3
Special Features: Integral stock, integral laser sight, gas vent 2 system
Optional Mods: Smartlink, laser sight
Description: With its unique design and wide range of accessories, the Colt Cobra series is
quite popular both among security forces the world over and on the trids. The TZ–120 comes
with a folding stock, top-mounted laser sight, and a barrel-mounted gas-vent 2 system. Its
integral features give +2 in all Rolls to Hit.

FN P93 Praetor
Deadliness: 5 Penetration: 4 Clip Size: 50
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic, 3 round burst, full automatic
Cost & Availability: 900¥, rare
Holdout Difficulty: 4
Special Features: Special chambering system, flashlight, recoil compensator
Optional Mods: Smartlink, laser sight
Description:  This bullpup submachine gun was purpose-built  for Corporate Court-controlled
Interpol fast-response teams. Its special chamber system provides recoil compensation, it has
an  integrated rigid  stock,  and  a  flashlight  that  can  be  used  to  reduce  darkness  penalties.
Possession of the FN P93 while not a legitimate member of a Corporate Court force is a crime in
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most jurisdictions. +1 in all Rolls to Hit.

HK-227
Deadliness: 3 Penetration: 3 Clip Size: 28
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic, 3 round burst, full automatic
Cost & Availability: 730¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 4
Special Features: Integral smartgun system, retractable stock, integral sound suppressor
Optional Mods: Laser sight
Description: The SMG of choice for many corporate and military security forces, the HK–227
boasts a retractable stock, smartgun system, and integral sound suppressor. +2 on all Rolls to
Hit, and the weapon is silent.

HK Urban Combat
Deadliness: 4 Penetration: 4
Clip Size: 36
Firing  Modes:  Semi-automatic, 3  round
burst, full automatic
Cost & Availability: 2300¥, uncommon
Holdout Difficulty: 4
Special Features: Integral smartgun system,
integral  sound  suppressor,  hydraulic  recoil
compensator
Optional Mods: None

Description: Heckler Koch continues to offer the Urban Combat as its high-end entry into the
submachine gun market. The weapon is entirely constructed with non-metallic components and
is not detectable with traditional MAD sensors. H&K has spared no expense in the weapon’s
construction with an internal smartlink, a fixed sound suppressor, and a customized hydraulic
recoil compensation system. The price of these bonuses is that the weapon is unable to accept
further modifications. +3 on all Rolls to Hit, weapon is silent.

Ingram Smartgun X
Deadliness: 4 Penetration: 3
Clip Size: 32
Firing Modes: 3 round burst, full automatic
Cost & Availability: 800¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 3
Special  Features: Integral  smartgun  system,
integral sound suppressor, gas vent 2 system
Optional Mods: Laser sight
Description: Ingram Smartgun X: Grade-A bang

bang. Famous as the weapon of choice for many legendary street samurai since the 2050s, the
Ingram Smartgun comes tricked out with a gas-vent 2 system, a smartgun system, and an
integral sound suppressor, giving users a +2 bonus in all Rolls to Hit.
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SCK Model 100
Deadliness: 4 Penetration: 4 Clip Size: 30
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic, 3 round burst
Cost & Availability: 875¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 4
Special Features: Integral smartgun system, integral folding stock
Optional Mods: Laser sight
Description: Shin Chou Kyogo is synonymous with Japanese corporate security. Nearly every
Japana-corp’s  security  forces  are  issued  the  SCK  100,  including  Renraku’s  infamous  Red
Samurai. The SCK 100 features an internal smartgun system and a folding stock, giving a +2 on
all Rolls to Hit.

Uzi IV
Deadliness: 3 Penetration: 3 Clip Size: 24
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic, 3 round burst
Cost & Availability: 450¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 3
Special Features: Integral folding stock, integral laser sight
Optional Mods: Smartlink
Description: This aging submachine gun is a worthy descendant of the famous Israeli weapon.
The SMG features an integral folding stock and built-in top-mounted laser sight, giving a +2 in
all Rolls to Hit. 

Krime Spree
Deadliness: 3 Penetration: 3
Clip Size: 30
Firing Modes: Full automatic
Cost & Availability: 425¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 4
Special Features: Ergonomic design
Optional Mods: Smartlink, laser sight
Description:  A  new  telescoping  bolt
design  intended  for  those  needing
alternative ergonomics, the Spree is an

economic choice for the discriminating shooter. The design is intended to allow for the easy
mounting of a wide array of external aiming and tactical aids. While Krime does not currently
manufacture such devices, a call to our friendly Customer Service department will provide a
number of helpful suggestions based on the caller’s location. Ergonomics give a +1 bonus in
Rolls to Hit.
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Ares Sigma-3
Deadliness: 5 Penetration: 3
Clip Size: 50
Firing Modes:  Semi-automatic, 3 round
burst, full automatic
Cost & Availability: 1000¥, uncommon
Holdout Difficulty: 4
Special Features: Integral stock
Optional Mods: Smartlink, laser sight
Description:  Ares  has  released  their
latest  submachine  gun  design  for  law

enforcement personnel worldwide. The Sigma-3’s unique drum magazine ensures operators
have the ability to conduct a forced entry without having to worry about their ammunition
supply at critical moments. The integral carrying handle/powered slide mount allows operators
options beyond the internal smartlink, allowing optimization to meet tactical necessities. When
using the collapsible stock, shooters have consistently exceeded organizational marksmanship
standards, proving the quality design and manufacturing techniques. The integral stock gives a
+1  bonus  on  Rolls  to  Hit,  but  the  weapons  snubnosed  design  diminishes  its  potential
penetrating power.

Cavalier Arms Gladius
Deadliness: 3 Penetration: 4
Clip Size: 32
Firing  Modes:  3  round  burst,  full
automatic
Cost & Availability: 400¥, uncommon
Holdout Difficulty: 4
Special Features: Integral stock, scope
Optional Mods: Smartlink, laser sight
Description: A simple design intended
for  street  officers  requiring  temporary

increases  in  firepower,  the  Gladius  combines  modern  electronics  with  an  easy-to-maintain
design. The weapon can also be used to equip a hastily raised militia; its simple operation and
maintenance requirements make it ideal for citizen-soldiers. The stamped metal receiver is key
to  the  weapon’s  strength,  while  proprietary  recoil  absorbers  ensure  accuracy  and  the
electronics package retains calibration. This weapon gives a +2 bonus on Rolls to Hit.
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ASSAULT RIFLES
AK-97
Deadliness: 5   Penetration: 5
Clip Size: 38
Firing  Modes:  Semi-automatic,  3
round burst, full automatic
Cost & Availability:  950¥, super

common Holdout Difficulty: 4 Special Features: None
Optional Mods: Smartlink, laser sight, scope, 6 round grenade launcher
Description: The AK-97 is a legendary weapon with storied reliability—you can bury it for ten
years,  dig it  up,  and fire  it  immediately  without a  single  problem. When all  of  the nano-
fabricated  AK–174s  melted  to  slag,  the  AK-97s  kept  functioning  just  fine.  Most  common
assault rifle in the Sixth World. Optional Grenades: Deadliness: 5, Kill Radius: 5m

Ares Alpha
Deadliness: 6 Penetration: 6 Clip Size: 42
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic, 3 round burst, full automatic
Cost & Availability: 2650¥, uncommon
Holdout Difficulty: 4
Special Features: Integral 6 round underbarrel grenade launcher, integral smartgun system,
recoil compensation
Optional Mods: Laser sight, Scope
Description: Specially designed for Ares Firewatch special forces, the Alpha has since become
a multi-platinum best-selling success the world over, seeing use with UCAS Special Forces. In
part, this is due to its exceptional brand awareness, and also because of its underbarrel grenade
launcher,  smartgun system,  and an expensive  chamber  design that  provides superb  recoil
compensation. This weapon gives a +2 bonus on Rolls to Hit. Optional Grenades: Deadliness:
6, Kill Radius: 6m

Ares HVAR
Deadliness: 4 Penetration: 6 Clip
Size: 50
Firing  Modes:  Semi-automatic,  3  round
burst, full automatic
Cost & Availability: 2400¥, rare

Holdout Difficulty: 5
Special Features: Integral smartlink, stock with shock pad, custom recoil reduction system
Optional Mods: Laser sight, Scope
Description: The longest continually produced member of Ares’ hyper velocity line, the HVAR
is a complete small arms solution. It features an integral smartlink, a rigid stock with shock pad
and a custom recoil reduction system, which is optimized for the weapon’s high rate of fire.
Capable  of  accepting  limited  modification,  the  HVAR’s  barrel  is  unable  to  support  further
additions. +3 on Rolls to Hit.
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Colt M23
Deadliness: 5 Penetration: 4 Clip Size: 40
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic, 3 round burst, full automatic
Cost & Availability: 550¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 5
Special Features: Integral stock
Optional Mods: Smartlink, laser sight, Scope
Description: This cheap, mass-produced, no-frills assault rifle is loved both by the gangbangers
and pirates who can manage to get their hands on one and by the pros who are looking for
something to modify from the ground up. +1 on Rolls to Hit.

FN HAR
Deadliness: 6 Penetration: 5 Clip Size: 35
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic, 3 round burst, full automatic
Cost & Availability: 1500¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 5
Special Features: Integral laser sight, integral gas vent 2 system
Optional Mods: Smartlink, laser sight, Scope
Description: This assault rifle is supremely popular with private security forces and corporate
threat-response teams. It features an integral laser sight and a gas-vent 2 system. +2 on Rolls
to Hit.

Nissan Optimum II
Deadliness: 5 Penetration:  6

Clip Size: 30
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic, 3 round
burst, full automatic
Cost  & Availability:  2300¥,  common
among Japanese  corpsec  and military,

uncommon elsewhere Holdout Difficulty: 5
Special Features: Integral recoil absorber and smartgun system, underbarrel shotgun
Optional Mods: Laser sight, scope
Description: The standard weapon of the Imperial Japanese military, the Optimum II is getting
a little long in the tooth. The weapon gained mass-media fame with General Saito’s troop’s
performance in invading San Francisco. It has a recoil-absorbing shock pad and an onboard
smartgun system. +2 in Rolls to Hit. Underbarrel Shotgun: Deadliness: 6, Penetration: 4.

Yamaha Raiden
Deadliness: 7 Penetration: 6
Clip Size: 60
Firing  Modes:  3  round  burst,  full
automatic
Cost & Availability: 2600¥, common in
Japan, uncommon elsewhere
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Holdout Difficulty: 5
Special Features: Integral suppressor, integral smartgun system, integral recoil compensator
Optional Mods: Laser sight, scope
Description: This electronic-firing assault rifle is state-of-the-art. The Raiden is very accurate and
is quickly being adopted by Japanacorp security forces and the Japanese Imperial Marines. It
features  an  integral  sound  suppressor  and  smartgun  system,  and  the  electronic  firing
mechanism and design provide excellent recoil  compensation.  +2 on Rolls  to Hit,  and the
weapon is sound suppressed.

Shiawase Arms Monsoon
Deadliness: 6 Penetration: 6
Clip Size: 120
Firing  Modes:  Semi-automatic,  full
automatic
Cost  &  Availability:  1900¥,
uncommon

Holdout Difficulty: 5 Special Features: Integral smartgun system, internal, maintenance
free ammunition design Optional Mods: Laser sight, scope
Description:  The  latest  addition  to  Shiawase’s  “Magazine  Barrel”  line,  the  Monsoon  is  a
soldier’s dream, with the ammunition contained within the barrels. The Monsoon resists the
environment’s harshest conditions and remains nearly maintenance free. As long as the user
simply needs to ensure the barrels are not heavily plugged up and the bullets will fly toward
their intended target, aided by the integral smartlink system, which is protected in its own
shock-proof  housing.  +1 on Rolls  to Hit.  Cannot be reloaded in combat,  and must pass a
Crafting/Repair or relevant specialized skill test versus Difficulty 3 to reload.

Colt Inception
Deadliness: 6   Penetration: 7
Clip Size: 35
Firing Modes:  Semi-automatic, 3
round burst, 5 round burst
Cost  &  Availability:  2250¥,
uncommon
Holdout Difficulty: 5
Special  Features: Integral  laser

sight, melee hardening, electronic firing system, bipod
Optional Mods: Scope, smartlink
Description:  Colt’s  latest  entry  into  the  para-military  market,  the  Inception  replaces  the
venerable M23 and asserts Colt’s continued dominance in new this lucrative market segment.
The Inception comes with an integral bipod for long-range engagements, which only serves to
further  amplify  its  exceptional  accuracy.  The  titanium alloy,  reinforced  polymer  frame  can
withstand the impacts beyond those typical of a service weapon and remain functional. The
Inception is a new way forward for Colt, another reason to Trust the Legend™. With bipod
deployed and laser sight engaged, +2 on Rolls to Hit; without bipod (laser sight only), +1 on
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Rolls to Hit.

Krupp Arms Kriegfaust
Deadliness: 6   Penetration: 5
Clip Size: 25
Firing Modes:  Semi-automatic,
3 round burst
Cost  &  Availability:  1300¥,
uncommon
Holdout Difficulty: 5
Special  Features: Imaging

scope, metahuman customization      Optional Mods: Laser sight, smartlink, sound suppressor
Description: A veteran of the Kilamanjaro cleansing, the Kriegfaust was designed to equip the
larger members of a military command with a robust weapon suited to their needs. The drum
magazine is better  suited to larger hands and less likely to be dropped in high-adrenaline
situations. The Kriegfaust also has a frame-mounted imaging scope, to ensure the shooter is
able to get the maximum ballistic performance from the weapon’s large-caliber rounds. It's
integral scope gives users a +2 in Rolls to Hit, and its meta-human friendly contours give all
Orcs, Trolls, and other large meta-humans +1 in all rolls pertaining to handling the weapon
(dropping it, melee attacks, etc.)

SBD-44
Deadliness: 5   Penetration: 5
Clip Size: 32
Firing Modes:  Semi-automatic,
3 round burst, full automatic
Cost  &  Availability:  500¥,
common  in  the  shadows,

uncommon elsewhere Holdout Difficulty: 5 Special Features: None
Optional Mods: Laser sight, smartlink, scope
Description: A footnote of Euro War history, the SBD-44 was a hastily constructed weapon
developed to equip Germany’s equally  hastily  raised panzer grenadier  units.  Inspired by a
weapon developed for equally desperate times and updated to fire modern ammunition, the
SBd-44 was primarily constructed with a focus on quantity rather than the accuracy or quality
typically associated with German manufactured items. The weapon was also rapidly phased out
of production following the Alliance’s disintegration, making original production run versions
rare today. Krupp still  offers the weapon in their  corporate security catalog, but no known
orders have been processed in nearly twenty years. Still,  the prolific nature of this weapon
coupled with its low price tag make this a nearly ubiquitous weapon in the shadows.
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Ultimax Rainforest Carbine
Deadliness: 7   Penetration: 6
Clip Size: 18
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost  &  Availability:  2800¥,
uncommon
Holdout Difficulty: 4
Special  Features: Integral  imaging
scope (nightvision, flare compensation),

retractable stock, climate protection features 
Optional Mods: Laser sight, smartlink, suppressor
Description:  The  Ultimax  Rain  Forest  is  a  short-barreled  rifle  designed  to  meet  a  design
requirement for the Sumatran Alliance. The weapon met all of the government’s criteria and
has been purchased to equip the constabulary. The Rainforest features a deep magazine well to
protect the magazine from the moisture and dirt common in jungle climates. Integrating night-
vision  technology,  the  carbine  is  well  adapted  to  operations  under  the  double  and  triple
canopies frequently encountered by users. The carbine is available through Matrix purchases as
well as local retailers. The scope of this weapon gives a +2 bonus on Rolls to Hit, while the
stock, when extended, gives an additional +1. However, this weapon's tremendous muzzle
flash gives a +3 to all enemies attempting to Detect the user's location. Adding the optional
suppressor (900¥) mitigates this drawback.

SHOTGUNS
(Note: all values for Deadliness and Penetration assume slugs are being used. Adjust values
accordingly for buckshot, flachette, and HE shells.)

Auto Assault 16
Deadliness: 7   Penetration: 5
Clip Size: 10 or 32 (drum)
Firing  Modes:  Semi-automatic,  3  round
burst, full automatic
Cost & Availability: 1800¥, rare
Holdout Difficulty: 5

Special Features: Recoil compensation
Optional Mods: Laser sight, smartlink
Description: A favorite among military and mercenary units, the rugged and deadly AA-16 is
the latest in the “AA” line of assault shotguns. Unofficially nicknamed “The Warhammer” by its
users, the fully-auto capable AA-16 provides superior firepower and ammo capacity in short to
medium ranged engagements while completely dominating in a close-quarters battle. Specially
designed internal mechanisms also absorb most of the weapon’s recoil,  making the AA-16
extremely easy to handle in combat (+1 in Rolls to Hit).
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Defiance T-250
Deadliness: 5   Penetration: 4 Clip Size: 5
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic Cost & Availability: 450¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 4 Special Features: Recoil compensation
Optional Mods: Laser sight, smartlink
Description:  A common sight on the mean streets when things escalate beyond pistols and
knives,  this  semi-automatic  shotgun is  available  in either  a  normal-length or  short-barreled
version. It is gas operated, but also features a secondary pump action for situations where
preventing jams is more important than quickly firing a second shot. The short-barreled version
has a Holdout Difficulty of 2, with a decreased range and -1 Penetration.

Enfield AS-7
Deadliness: 7   Penetration: 5 Clip Size: 10 or 24 (drum)
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic Cost & Availability: 1100¥, uncommon
Holdout Difficulty: 5 Special Features: Laser sight
Optional Mods:  Smartlink
Description: This military assault shotgun provides its user with massive firepower. As a close-
quarters weapon and general combat gun, it is universally feared. It can either be loaded with
ten-round ammo clips or a special twenty-four-round drum. The Enfield AS-7 comes equipped
with a built-in, top-mounted laser sight (+1 in Rolls to Hit).

Franchi SPAS-24
Deadliness: 6   Penetration: 4
Clip Size: 10
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost & Availability: 1050¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 5

Special Features: Integral smartgun, flashlight Optional Mods:  Laser sight
Description: An upgraded version of the classic SPAS-22, the -24 is a rugged, pump-action
combat gun comes standard with a smartgun system and integrated weapon light mounted in
the fore-stock. But instead of the traditional folding stock, the -24 comes with a rigid stock and
shock pad. The onboard smartgun system gives users +1 in Rolls to Hit.

Mossberg AM-CMDT
Deadliness: 6   Penetration: 5
Clip Size: 8
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic, 3 round
burst, full auto
Cost & Availability: 1400¥, uncommon

Holdout Difficulty: 5   Special Features: Integral smartgun    Optional Mods:  Laser sight
Description: Shotguns aren’t known for their accuracy, but Mossberg hopes the latest version
of  their  venerable  AM-CMDT will  change that.  After  merging their  classic  combat shotgun
design with the latest in smartgun technology, Mossberg recently began a marketing campaign
aimed at law enforcement and security agencies that declared the AM-CMDT a “perfect balance
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between accuracy and firepower.” While previous versions of the CMDT only used flechette
ammunition, the current one is capable of accepting all standard shotgun rounds.

PJSS Model 55
Deadliness: 5   Penetration: 3
Clip Size: 2
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost  &  Availability:  1000¥,
uncommon

Holdout Difficulty: 4 Special Features: None Optional Mods:  Smartlink, laser sight
Description:  This  is  a  weapon  of  classic  style  for  a  classic  sport.  Produced only  in  small
numbers,  it’s  renowned  among  European  hunters  and  trap  shooters  as  a  precise  and
prestigious weapon. The weapon’s rigid stock comes equipped with an integrated shock pad.
Both barrels can be shot at once, which requires only one Roll to Hit, but a subsequent Roll to
Bypass Armor and Roll to Wound for each round.

Remington 990
Deadliness: 5   Penetration: 4
Clip Size: 8
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost & Availability: 950¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 5 Special

Features: None Optional Mods:  Smartlink, laser sight, flashlight
Description: Whether you’re on a budget and need a good solid boom-stick, or looking for a
nice base weapon to modify the drek out of, you can’t go wrong with the Remington 990. A
solid, no-frills design, the 990 has been in steady production for almost seventy years and is
widely  available  in  almost  every  part  of  the  world.  Professionals  appreciate  the  weapon’s
ruggedness and reliability right out of the box while novices appreciate its ease of use and low
cost. The 990 comes standard with a top rail mount and a smaller mount under the fore-stock
for accessories. 

Krime Boss
Deadliness: 6   Penetration: 5
Clip Size: 15 (drum)
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost  &  Availability:  600¥,
uncommon

Holdout Difficulty: 5 Special Features: Extendable stock Optional Mods:  Smartlink,
laser sight, flashlight
Description: This drum-fed instrument of death is the latest manufacturing marvel released by
Krime for the civilian arms enthusiast. The large frame design absorbs the recoil produced by
the shotgun’s rapid-fire capability, allowing the shooter to keep the barrel aimed at their target,
whether it’s a paper silhouette, clay pigeon, or an Awakened critter. The Krime Boss makes
sure you come out on top of the heap. The stock gives +1 in Rolls to Hit when extended.
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Winchester Model 201
Deadliness: 5   Penetration: 5
Clip Size: 2 Firing Modes: Semi-
automatic

Cost & Availability: 1300¥, rare Holdout Difficulty: 5 Special  Features: Extensive
engraving Optional Mods:  Smartlink
Description:  A  hand-finished  over-under  double-barrel  shotgun,  the  Model  201  is  a  fine
continuation  of  the  line.  Commonly  sold  to  sportsmen  around  the  world,  this  shotgun  is
manufactured with a number of different iron sights for traditional competition and hunting. The
foregrip’s checker pattern has nine variations available, along with custom carving for those
customers who desire a unique look for an heirloom-quality firearm.

Winchester Model 2066
Deadliness: 4   Penetration: 4
Clip Size: 5 Firing Modes: Semi-
automatic (lever action)
Cost & Availability: 1000¥, rare

Holdout Difficulty: 4 Special Features: None Optional Mods:  Smartlink
Description:  Featured  in  the  recent  trid  hit  “Mad  AIs  at  Dawn,”  the  Model  2066  is  a
development  of  a  classic  Winchester  shotgun  design,  modernized  for  today’s  sportsman,
combined with a robot slayer. The receiver is constructed with high-tensile steel, improving the
weapon’s ability to handle custom hunting loads,  while the case-ejection system has been
strengthened for shooters who prefer the modern, longer cartridges. The level-action has been
designed with self-lubricating parts to ensure smooth operation and loading, which is a critical
factor for those caught by surprise in wild country. 

Winchester Model 2054
Deadliness: 5   Penetration: 4
Clip Size: 7 Firing  Modes:  Semi-
automatic
Cost & Availability: 900¥, common

Holdout Difficulty: 5 Special Features: Integral laser sight, retractable stock
Optional Mods:  Smartlink, flashlight
Description:  The  Model  2054 is  a  semi-automatic  design,  originally  submitted to the  Ute
Nation for possible use by their military police. The shotgun features an integral laser sight and
retractable stock and can easily be upgraded with a smartgun system. While the Ute Nation
ordered the first  production runs,  the shotgun was made available to civilian purchasers in
2056, after the initial military contract was completed. Laser sight gives +1 in Rolls to Hit, as
does the stock when extended.
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Shiawase Arms Rain
Deadliness: 4   Penetration: 4
Clip Size: 5
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost & Availability: 450¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 3

Special Features: None Optional Mods:  Smartlink, flashlight, laser sight, retractable stock
Description:  Shiawase’s  latest  entry  into  the  civilian  arms  market,  the  Rain  features  the
“Magazine  Barrel”  popular  with  many  organizations,  as  it  simplifies  record  keeping  and
maintenance as the barrel is replaced at the same time as the ammunition. The Rain currently
has a number of different shot types available, with Matrix support recommendations based on
the laws of your particular locale. This weapon's diminutive size makes it the easiest shotgun to
conceal.

Cavalier Falchion
Deadliness: 6   Penetration: 6
Clip Size: 9
Firing Modes: Single shot (pump action)
Cost & Availability: 1200¥, uncommon
Holdout Difficulty: 5

Special Features: Smartlink Optional Mods:  Flashlight, laser sight
Description:  Cavalier’s  companion to the Sheriff,  the Falchion is  designed to be part  of  a
shooter’s  integrated  Personal  Area  Network.  The  Falchion’s  smartlink  system  painlessly
synchronizes  with  the  user’s  commlink,  providing  visual  cues  when performing  a  weapon
switch in a tactical situation. The advanced safety system and lack of manual controls ensures
the weapon cannot be turned against its user (Encruption: 3). Also, in keeping with the Sheriff’s
popular visual customization options, the Falchion is available in a number of different colors
and decorative patterns. Integrated smartlink gives users +1 in Rolls to Hit.

RIFLES & SNIPER RIFLES
Ares Desert Strike Anti Materiel Rifle
Deadliness: 6   Penetration: 6 Clip Size: 14
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost & Availability: 17500¥, rare Holdout Difficulty: 6 Special  Features: Integral
imaging scope Optional Mods:  Smartlink, laser sight
Description:  This combat-hardened sniper rifle is intended for long-range shooting in harsh
environments,  and  for  general  shooting  when  you  just  need  a  rifle  that  can  puncture  an
armored engine block.  That  means it  was built  without materials  or  technologies prone to
failure. It comes equipped with a rigid stock with shock pad and a detachable imaging scope.
Scope gives +2 in Rolls to Hit and mitigates light penalties. This weapon is a burly beast, and
requires either a large meta body or extreme strength to use effectively.
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Barret Model 122
Deadliness:  7    Penetration:  6

Clip Size: 14
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost  &  Availability:  38500¥,

extremely rare Holdout Difficulty: 6 Special  Features: Integral  imaging  scope,
integral suppressor, integral smartgun Optional Mods:  Laser sight
Description: The definitive anti-material rifle, Barret has been producing world-class firearms for
decades, the Model 122 replaces the Model 121 as the company’s top-line offering. The rifle
continues to be fitted with a sound suppressor, smartgun system and a folding bipod to help
enhance long-range accuracy. Integral scope, smartlink, and bipod give +3 on all Rolls to Hit,
and the suppressor renders the weapon less catastrophically loud.

Cavalier Arms Alamo EBR
Deadliness: 5   Penetration: 6   Clip Size: 20
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic, 3 round burst
Cost & Availability: 10300¥, rare
Holdout Difficulty: 5 Special  Features: Integral
imaging scope Optional  Mods:   Laser  sight,
smartlink, suppressor

Description: Straddling the line between assault rifle and sniper rifle, the Alamo EBR features a
burst  fire  mode.  While it  lacks the magazine capacity of  a true assault  rifle,  and lacks the
precision of a true marksman’s weapon, it makes up for this in versatility, being able to switch
fluidly  between  a  sniping  role  and  a  combat  role  as  easy  as  flipping  a  switch.  It  comes
equipped with a rigid stock with shock pad and a detachable imaging scope. Integral scope
gives +2 in Rolls to Hit and mitigates light penalties.

Onotari JP-K50
Deadliness: 6   Penetration: 5   Clip  Size:
25
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic, 3 round burst
Cost & Availability: 12500¥, uncommon
Holdout Difficulty: 5 Special  Features:
Integral imaging scope Optional  Mods:

Laser sight, smartlink, flashlight
Description:  The Onotari JP-K50 has an unusual past, being originally conceived for the next
round of the Euro Wars, which never came about. Or at least, haven’t yet. It was shelved for
decades, and only recently came back into the production queue during the so-called Dragon
Civil War. Able to switch between long-range fire against a single hard armored target (such as
a dragon) or firing bursts against clusters (such as drakes), it was seen as a weapon that could
be issued to entire  squads.  Not  mass  produced,  but  produced enough that  cost  trumped
quality in many ways, the final result is a sort of super-sized assault rifle rather than the kind of
high-quality precision design that Saeder-Krupp is world famous for.
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Ranger Arms SM-5
Deadliness: 6   Penetration: 6 Clip Size: 15 Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost & Availability: 28000¥, uncommon Holdout Difficulty: 6 Special  Features:
Integral scope, suppressor Optional Mods:  Smartlink, laser sight
Description: A legendary assassin’s weapon, this sniper rifle features a silencer, an imaging
scope, and a rigid stock with shock pad. The SM–5 disassembles completely in order to fit into
a standard briefcase; setting it up or breaking it down requires a Crafting/Repair or relevant
specialization vs. Difficulty 3 roll. While deadly, the SM–5 is fragile. If the weapon is used in
combat as a melee weapon or to defend from a melee attack, it gains a -1 penalty in Rolls to
Hit (diminished accuracy). These penalties are cumulative. Recalibrating the weapon (a one-
hour job) returns its accuracy to normal. Besides its fragility, the onboard suppressor, scope,
and stock give +3 in Rolls to Hit. 

Terracotta ARMS AM-
47
Deadliness: 7   Penetration: 7
Clip Size: 18
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic

Cost & Availability: 35000¥, uncommon Holdout Difficulty: 6 Special  Features:
Integral scope, smartgun system, bipod, safe target system Optional Mods:  None
Description:  The AM-47 is a large sniper rifle, primarily intended for the larger metahuman
species. The rifle features a number of advanced electronics to assist the shooter in destroying
their  target.  The AM-47 is provided with an imaging scope, smartgun system, underbarrel
weight, bipod, and a safe target system with an extended barrel for increased range over the
competition. Built in features give the shooter +3 in Rolls to Hit and mitigate light penalties.
This is a massive weapon and requires either a large meta-human body or extreme Strength to
use effectively.

Springfield 2003
Deadliness: 4   Penetration: 5
Clip Size: 5
Firing Modes:  Single shot (bolt
action)

Cost & Availability: 3600¥, common Holdout Difficulty: 5 Special  Features: Precise
engineering Optional Mods:  Smartlink, laser sight, scope, suppressor
Description: A modern remake of a classic rifle, the Springfield 2003 is a hunter’s dream come
true. The bolt action is now computer verified to be within tolerance, and it utilizes the latest in
laser-measuring  tools.  Sporting  a  chrome-plated  bore  and  barrel,  this  weapon’s  careful
craftsmanship  maintains  a  level  of  precision  in  manufacturing  normally  reserved  for  sniper
weapons developed for elite Special Forces teams. The modern, composite furniture eliminates
the one major  problem with  such heirloom firearms,  which is  that  the wood used on the
originals often ages poorly with use. The latest version is meant to last multiple lifetimes, as the
composite has been fully tested for dependability  and resiliency.  Precision engineering and
flawless bolt action gives +2 in Rolls to Hit.
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Winchester  Model
2024
Deadliness: 4   Penetration: 4
Clip Size: 7
Firing Modes: Single shot (lever
action)

Cost & Availability: 1800¥, common Holdout Difficulty: 5 Special  Features: Imaging
scope Optional Mods:  Smartlink, laser sight
Description:  This classic intermediate-caliber rifle has been updated to reflect the needs of
today’s hunter.  The lever-action has been updated by utilizing modern materials,  including
titanium alloy in those areas requiring the greatest torsion strength. The chamber has been
coated with easy-to clean polymers without reducing its  ability  to withstand the pressures
created by ATF-approved propellants. Comes standard with a magnifying imaging scope (+2 in
Rolls to Hit, mitigates light penalties).

Marlin 3468SS
Deadliness: 5   Penetration: 4
Clip Size: 4
Firing Modes: Single shot (lever
action)
Cost  &  Availability:  1000¥,

common Holdout Difficulty: 5 Special Features: None Optional Mods:  Smartlink,
laser sight, scope
Description: This large-caliber rifle utilizes the classic .45-70 Government cartridge, making it
ideal  for  hunting  larger  North  American  game,  and  is  powerful  enough  to  handle  most
Awakening-related problems an outdoorsman is likely to encounter. The reinforced polymer
frame is designed to endure years of rough handling in the woods, while the improved double-
link system ensures a smooth cycling action.

Springfield M1A
Deadliness: 5   Penetration: 5
Clip Size: 20
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost  &  Availability:  1700¥,
common

Holdout Difficulty: 5 Special Features: Imaging scope Optional Mods:  Smartlink, laser sight
Description: A classic North American hunting rifle evolved from a century-old military design,
Springfield is happy to announce a new manufacturing partner for this historically significant
rifle. Our current partner has updated the rifle to accept modern attachments to meet the needs
of today’s shooters, including an advanced imaging sight designed to link with the shooter’s
PAN, helping with accuracy and eliminating missed opportunities on hunting trips. Interested
customers should contact their local dealer for availability or purchase direct from our Matrix
store. Please be advised, due to strong demand, Matrix orders will require three weeks for
delivery.  Integral scope gives +2 in Rolls to Hit and mitigates light penalties.
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M1 Garand
Deadliness: 4   Penetration: 4
Clip Size: 8
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost  &  Availability:  1100¥,
common

Holdout Difficulty: 5 Special Features: None Optional Mods:  Scope, smartlink, laser sight
Description: The Garand has been a hallmark of quality since its introduction over a century
ago. Newly manufactured, the current rifle is a fine successor to the original, with the original
manufacturing tools used whenever possible to ensure it is as accurate and dependable as the
originals were when manufactured.

Marlin X71
Deadliness: 5   Penetration: 5
Clip Size: 5
Firing Modes: Single shot (lever
action)
Cost  &  Availability:  1600¥,

common
Holdout Difficulty: 5 Special Features: Imaging scope Optional Mods:  Smartlink, laser sight
Description: A modern bolt-action rifle intended for the big-game hunter, the X71 has been
thoroughly redesigned to meet the grueling requirements of arctic environments. The rifle’s
self-diagnostic program is not as versatile as those offered through smartlink technology, but
the  simplicity  lessens  the  chance  of  a  malfunction.  It’s  simple-to-read ammunition counter
allows the shooter to quickly determine their status when hunting dangerous prey, ensuring
the hunter will not become the hunted. Integral scope gives +2 in Rolls to Hit and mitigates
light penalties.

Marlin 79S
Deadliness: 3   Penetration: 3
Clip Size: 10
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost  &  Availability:  1600¥,
common

Holdout Difficulty:  4 (2 with stock retracted)  Special Features: Extendable stock  Optional
Mods:  Smartlink, laser sight, scope, suppressor
Description: The first rifle everyone should use to learn to shoot, the 79S is a plinker’s dream.
The small-bore rifle is accurate, easy to maintain, and just plain fun to shoot. An additional
benefit is that the ammunition is widely available and less expensive when you arrange a bulk
purchase.  The  79S  has  minimal  recoil,  and  with  its  limited  power  cartridge,  down-range
incidents are less likely to happen. Marlin supports youth marksmanship programs by providing
this rifle to qualified organizations, teaching the next generation how to defend themselves.
Superb engineering coupled with the extendable stock gives users +1 in Rolls to Hit.
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MACHINE GUNS
Note:  These guns are all colossal, deathspewing beasts, typically meant to be mounted on a
vehicle. As such, they are all Size 2, and require either a minimum Strength of 5 (for Size 1
characters)  or  4  (for  Size  2  characters)  to  effectively  lift  and  use.  Just  so,  don't  forget
circumstantial bonuses when using these weapons against Size 1 (i.e., most) characters and
vehicles.

FN MAG-5
Deadliness: 5   Penetration: 4
Clip Size: 50 (clip) or 100 (belt)
Firing Modes: Full automatic
Cost & Availability: 8500¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 6 Special Features:
Laser sight, gas vent 2 system, tripod
Optional Mods:  Smartlink

Description:  A common sight on the modern battlefield of the Sixth World, the MAG-5 is
often  seen  as  a  vehicle-mounted  weapon  or  defending  a  fixed  position.  While  its  overall
accuracy is considered slightly sub-par by some, few can deny the raw power of this weapon.
A laser sight, gasvent 2 system, and under-barrel tripod come standard, which mitigates the
weapon's tendency toward inaccuracy.

GE Vindicator Minigun
Deadliness: 4   Penetration: 5
Clip Size: 100 or 200
Firing Modes: Full automatic
Cost & Availability: 6000¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 6
Special Features: None 
Optional Mods:  Smartlink, laser sight

Description:  While  technically  classified as a  light machine gun,  this  six-barreled,  belt-fed,
rotary lead-spitter is usually mounted on vehicles, drones, or light aircraft. The “Vindi” is also
popular  with  metatypes of  a  larger  stature.  Despite  the  relatively  light  ammo it  uses,  the
Vindicator  has  exceptional  armor-piercing  capabilities  and  decent  recoil  management.
However, the weapon is also large and cumbersome. Ammo is available in the standard 100 or
GE’s custom 200-round belt (not compatible with any other weapon system, cost: 100 nuyen).
Operating the Vindicator requires a few seconds for the barrels to rotate before it can fire,
which can only be done in the Full  Auto mode. A smartgun system also comes standard.
General instability gives -1 in Rolls to Hit.
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Ruhrmetall SF-20
Deadliness: 5   Penetration: 5
Clip Size: 50 (clip) or 100 (belt)
Firing Modes: Full automatic
Cost & Availability: 19600¥, rare
Holdout Difficulty: 6
Special Features: Laser sight, gas vent
2 system, bracing system

Optional Mods:  Smartlink, laser sight
Description: When the famed mercenary unit MET2000 commissioned Ruhrmetall for a brand-
new HMG, they only had two guidelines: make it easy to customize and make it powerful. The
result  was the SF-20,  one of  the hardest-hitting HMGs on the planet.  The weapon quickly
became a mainstay in the MET2000’s mechanized and assault forces. Easy-access construction
points allows for easy customization while standard equipment includes a gas-vent system, a
hip pad brace, and laser sight. Standard features mitigate aiming penalties with this monster.

Shiawase  Armaments
Nemesis
Deadliness: 4   Penetration: 4
Clip Size: 50 (clip) or 100 (belt)
Firing Modes:  3 round burst,  full
automatic

Cost & Availability: 6500¥, common Holdout Difficulty: 5 Special  Features:  Safe
target system, smartgun Optional Mods:  Laser sight
Description: Introduced a few years ago by Shiawase Armaments, the Nemesis was designed
to be the ultimate support weapon for modern infantry units. While its performance stats are
comparable to most other LMGs, the Nemesis stands out because of the various systems that
come standard on it. A safe target system with image recognition and one extra set apiece of
RFID data and image profiles help prevent friendly fire incidents while the standard smartgun
system enhances overall accuracy. +1 in Rolls to Hit.

Ultimax MMG
Deadliness: 4   Penetration: 4
Clip Size: 50 (clip) or 100 (belt)
Firing Modes: Full automatic
Cost  &  Availability:  7600¥,
common

Holdout Difficulty: 5 Special Features: Laser sight, tripod, foregrip
Optional Mods:  Smartlink
Description: Normally associated with militaries and mercenaries units of the Pacific Rim, the
Ultamax MMG has made its way into other theaters of operation and saw significant action
with units who fought in the recent Amazonia–Aztlan War. During that conflict, units fielding
the Ultamax made an impression on both allies and foes alike. Because of its compact and
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somewhat unknown design, the Ultamax is sometimes mistaken for an LMG or EBR at long
distances, much to the detriment of enemy forces. Standard equipment includes a foregrip for
maneuvering fire, a laser sight for enhanced accuracy, and a tripod for use when fired in a static
position. Onboard features give +2 in Rolls to Hit (+1 if the tripod isn't deployed).

Krime Wave
Deadliness: 4   Penetration: 4
Clip Size: 50 (clip) or 100 (belt)
Firing Modes: Full automatic
Cost  &  Availability:  2000¥,
common
Holdout Difficulty: 6
Special Features: Bipod

Optional Mods:  Laser sight, smartlink
Description:  The first squad automatic weapon offered by Krime, the Wave is the result of
several years of development—not only in the fields of ballistics and ergonomics, but also in
material technology as Krime updated their manufacturing processes to incorporate the right
level of thermodynamic dissipation. The Wave features a dual-feed system, allowing the user to
switch between a pre-loaded magazine and belt feed as needed. Let the Krime Wave surf you
to  the  places  you  need  to  be!  When  the  bipod  is  deployed,  it  mitigates  full  auto  firing
penalties. Otherwise, users of this weapon get -1 in Rolls to Hit.

SPECIAL WEAPONS
Ares
Thunderstruck
Gauss Rifle
Deadliness: 5
Penetration: 7
Clip Size: 10

Firing Modes: Semi-automatic Cost & Availability: 26000¥, rare
Holdout Difficulty: 5 Special Features: Laser sight
Optional Mods:  Smartlink
Description: Ares has had there fair share of arms troubles over the past few years but this was
not one of them. The Thunderstruck has been a massive market success, gaining even more
brand recognition than the Panther XXL in the assault cannon category. It doesn’t pack quite
the punch of a standard AC, but its lighter recoil  load, quicker cycle time, and unmatched
armor  penetration  have  gone  a  long  way  to  sway  those  consumers  concerned  about  the
heavier price tag. Onboard laser sight gives +1 in Rolls to Hit.
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Ares  Vigorous  Assault
Cannon
Deadliness: 7
Penetration: 7
Clip Size: 12
Weapon Size: 2
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic

Cost & Availability: 24500¥, rare
Holdout Difficulty: 7 Special Features: Laser sight, bipod, imaging scope
Optional Mods:  Smartlink
Description: The Ares Vigorous was billed as an early competitor for the Panther XXL. Early
word of mouth on the early, bare-bones base model was poisonous, and that carried over to
the models with all the bells and whistles. The nice part about that is if you don’t care about a
smartlink system and realize firing twice with an assault cannon means you’ve done something
wrong, then the Vigorous is your cannon of choice. Standard laser sight, bipod, and imaging
scope give +3 on Rolls to Hit, in addition to mitigating light penalties.

Krime Flak Cannon
Deadliness: 7
Penetration: 5
Clip Size: 6
Weapon Size: 2
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost & Availability: 21000¥, common
Holdout Difficulty: 7

Special Features: None
Optional Mods:  Smartlink, laser sight
Description: Krime may be a small-time manufacturer, but their assault cannon, simply called
the Cannon, is a cheap heavy weapon big on attitude and firepower. It comes standard with
modification for trolls, and so is the first weapon in the Sixth World to be intended for larger
customers. Trolls get a +1 on Rolls to Hit using this weapon; all other non-trolls get -1.

Mitsubishi Yakusoku MRL
Deadliness: 7
Kill Radius: 6 meters
Clip Size: 4
Weapon Size: 2
Firing Modes: Semi-automatic
Cost & Availability: 14000¥, common

Holdout Difficulty: Impossible Special Features: None
Optional Mods:  Smartlink, laser sight
Description: A direct competitor of the Ballista, the Yakusoku trades the security features and
bells and whistles for the universally appealing benefit of being cheap. Typical rocket launcher...
blows shit up real good, chummer.
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ARMOR
All manner of armors and clothes
are available in Shadowrun lore,
incorporating  armor  elements
from a variety of genres. Studded
punk  jackets,  leather  cowboy
dusters,  milspec  combat  armor,
piecemeal  street  sign  metal
armor,  nanobot  camouflage
stealthsuits  –  it's  all  valid  and
likely to appear in a Shadowrun
campaign,

The  only  truly  unique  and  lore
specific  stylistic  element  that
Storytellers  and  PCs  should  be
aware  of  is  the  existence  of
armored,  ballistic  business  and
formalwear. In a setting in which
the elite balance their vanity and
obsession  with  fashion  trends
with  the  need  for  protection
against  assassination,  robbery,
and  abduction,  lines  like  Zoe
Executive  Suite,  Mortimer  of
London,  Vashon  Island,
Armante, and a variety of other
make  a  killing  on  ballistic
businesswear  and  formalwear.
While  providing  adequate
protection  against  small  arms
(Protection/Fire  Resist:  3),  these
high society blends of form and
function  also  provide  +1  on  all
social  rolls  involving  corporate
characters and the elite, as such
characters  are  impressed  by
finery.

Furthermore,  as  the  Sixth  World  is  one  of  rekindled magic,  feel  free  (and encouraged)  to
incorporate common fantastic magical items in a Shadowrun SAGA campaign, such as evlish or
orcish mithril.
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Cyberware & Essence
ESSENCE
Another crucial aspect of Shadowrun lore that doesn't exist in
vanilla  SAGA is  the  notion  of  Essence,  which  represents  a
character's spiritual presence, or connection to the web of life.
Presumably, Essence could be diminished by spiritual trauma or
physical  injury (such as being rendered catatonic or  knocked
into a coma),  but by far the most common reducer of one's
Essence  in  Shadowrun  is  the  implantation  of  cybernetic
enhancements  known  Cyberware.  Those  characters  who
bedeck themselves with ample cyberware eventually  lose so
much essence that they suffer immense penalties to the use,
perception of,  and connection with the magical  and spiritual
arts.  This  means that  magic  users  and shamans – excluding
Technomancer,  who  somehow  synthesize  magic  and
technology – almost universally avoid cyberware so as to avoid
deteriorating their power.

For the purpose of adapting Essence rules to SAGA, all typical
characters should start with an Essence rating of 5. Particularly
spiritual or magically attuned characters could potentially begin
with 6. Any time a character receives cyberware in the course
of their life, their Essence is reduced according to the amount of
Essence Cost as listed in the following Cyberware section.  For
every whole step (i.e., 1 point) of Essence that a character has
lost,  that character receives a -1 Circumstantial  Penalty to all
rolls  involving magic,  spirituality,  connectedness  to  “nature”,
and  the  perception  of  spiritual/magical  phenomenon.  These
penalties  are  cumulative.  For  example,  a  character  whose
starting Essence was 5 and who has a current Essence of 2.5
has lost 2 whole points of Essence, giving a -2 on all rolls involving spirituality, magic, nature,
and the like. If that character's Essence drops to 2 or below, they then receive a -3 penalty.
Technomancers DO NOT suffer this penalty when using their Technomancy skills.

If a character's Essence ever drops to 0 or below, that character has lost their “being” and has
become  a  soulless  machine  being.  If  this  happens  to  PCs,  they  become  NPCs,  as  their
personality and ego is effectively obliterate. Essence can replenish if cyberware is removed, but
takes time (as with healing a wound).

CYBERWARE
In a world of extreme cyberpunk technological development, cyberware comes in a thousand
forms and functions. This section will detail a large but not exhaustive sampling of cyberware
technology.
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HEAD
Commlink
Essence Cost: .2 Cost: 2000¥ + Commlink Cost
The implanted version of the commlink comes with a sim module at no additional cost. An
integral  headware  commlink  is  popular  with  corporate  operatives,  company  men,  and
sararimen on the go. Generally speaking, commlinks with System Stability and Firewall ratings
of less than 4 are not installed inside your skull, for security reasons.

Control Rig
Essence Cost: 1 Cost: 43000¥
This implant harnesses the raw data-coordinating and synchronization power of the middle
brain for the express purpose of directly manipulating rigged vehicles and drones (and other
devices with rigger interface, like turrets). It also comes with a universal data connector and
about a meter of retractable cable (it’s like getting a free datajack). Each control rig allows direct
interface with one target device; interfacing with multiple drones, therefore, requires multiple
control rig implants (or external hardware).

Cyberdeck
Essence Cost: .5 Cost: 5000¥ + deck cost
Simply put, you’ve got a deck in your body. This is a very convenient for ther hacker on the go
and is often sported by G-men and military deckers.

Datajack
Essence Cost: .1 Cost: 1000¥
A datajack gives you a direct neural interface, which can be handy in a lot of situations. It also
comes  with  a  retractable  spool  of  micro-cable  (about  a  meter  long)  that  lets  you  directly
interface with any electronic device via a universal access cable. Datajacks are equipped with
their own cache of storage memory for downloading or saving files. Two datajack users can
string  a  fiberoptic  cable  between  themselves  to  conduct  a  private  mental  communication
immune to radio interception or eavesdropping. A Datajack is required to use Cyberdecks
(except for those with cyberware deck implants) AND smartlink weapon systems.

Datalock
Essence Cost: .1 Cost: 1000¥ x Encryption Rating
This special datajack is popular with couriers, spies, diplomatic aids, and executive liasions.
Effectively, it turns the character in whom it is installed into a walking data safe. The data lock
can have an Encryption rating between 1 to 5, normally, or 6 to 7 in extremely rare and elite
cases. Price increases as the encryption becomes more difficult. Of course, for higher levels of
encryption, one must find a more skilled cybersurgeon.

Olfactory Enhancer
Essence Cost: .2 Cost: 2000¥ x Rating
This cybersnout enhances, identifies, and records smells, and can play them back later. The
massively enhanced olfactory capabilities of a sniffer open up a whole new world of sensory
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data to you—you’ll be able to sense things that ordinarily only a scenthound would. You can
smell people’s emotions in their sweat (and if applicable, the maker’s mark of their tailored
pheromones), traces of ammunition propellant, explosives, or biological and chemical warfare
compounds—the list  goes on and on.  A cut-off  function allows you to completely  ignore
intense odors, possibly the most convenient feature for use in your daily life. The olfactory
booster  can even be used in VR to create an even more immersive experience.  Olfactory
Enhancers are rated 1 to 5 typically, but also come in extremely elite and rare versions rated 6
and 7.  Characters  with  this  cyberware  add its  rating as  a  circumstantial  bonus  to  all  rolls
involing their sense of smell.

Simrig
Essence Cost: .2 Cost: 4000¥
This headware implant allows you to record sensory data for later replay (or sale if you’re really
interesting).

Skilljack
Essence Cost: .2 Cost: 20000¥ x bonus
This headware implants knowhow and aptitude that you simply don't possess. The bonus of a
skilljack ranges from 1 to 5 and only boosts a given skill (for example, a single skilljack mighr
boost Knife Fighting by 3, or Hacking by 2, etc.). Skilljacks are outrageously expensive, but, for
those who desire an immediate gain in a skill they're either terrible at or don't have at all, the
price is often worth it.

Taste Enhancer
Essence Cost: .2 Cost: 2000¥ x rating
Idenitcal to the Olfactory Enhancer, but for taste.

Tooth Compartment
Essence Cost: 0 Cost: 800¥
The  oldest  cyberware  on  the  market,  these  hollow  teeth  come  in  storage  and  breakable
models. The storage model is used to smuggle really, really tiny contraband, the size of a
datachip or a really small RFID tag. Items can be removed with a wireless signal or hidden
catch.  The  breakable  model  triggers  a  linked  effect  (such  as  starting  a  tracking  signal,  or
releasing deadly poison into your mouth—make sure you remember which is which!) with a
wireless signal, or it may trigger when you bite down hard on the tooth. 

Voice Modulator
Essence Cost: .5 Cost: 5000¥ x rating
This implant gives you perfect pitch and enormous vocal flexibility and distortion capabilities.
You can speak with an increased volume (up to 100 decibels) without strain, shift your pitch to
make  perfect  bird  calls  or  mellifluous  singing,  and  most  importantly,  uncanny  vocal
impressions. The modulator can also play back (and more or less perfectly imitate) a recorded
or  captured voice.  The device's  rating adds as a  circumstantial  bonus to all  rolls  involving
Impersonation and voice.
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Orientation System
Essence Cost: .5 Cost: 10000¥
Acts as an internal GPS and compass, ensuring the user can almost never become lost.

Neural Processors
Essence Cost: 1 Cost: 28000¥ x Rating
Effectively replaces the user's synapses with literal wiring. Replaces the user's Intelligence stat
with the Rating of this cyberware (and so, getting this cyberware implanted with a rating less
than the user's Intelligence is pointless, as it makes a character stupider). Ratings of 1 to 5
common, ratings of 6 to 7 possibly with an elite cybersurgeon.

EYES
Cybereyes
Essence Cost: .5 Cost: 3000¥ x rating
Basic, all in one eyeball replacement. Rated 1 to 5 normally, but comes in masterwork and elite
versions as well (6 and 7). Level 1 cybereyes provide 20/20 vision, level 2 and above provide a
range finder, level 3 and above adds a built in camera, level 4 and above incorporates a zoom
function,  and  all  cybereyes  level  5  and  above  incorporate  nightvision,  thermal  vision,  and
image tracking software.  Any time a character  uses vision in Rolls  to  Detect  or  any other
perceptive roll, cybereyes add a Circumstantial Bonus equal to their rating. Cybereyes of level 4
and above grant +2 on Rolls to Hit, as the zoom is functionally a scope.

Flare Compensator
Essence Cost: .1 Cost: 1000¥
Compensates for bright light, flares, and flashes that would otherwise penalize or blind the
user.

Low Light & Night Vision Enhancement
Essence Cost: .1 Cost: 2000¥
Equips the users meat eyes with enhanced low light and night vision, mitigating penalties that
would usually result in Detect rolls in these conditions. Obsolete with cybereyes that come
equipped with this enhancement.

Ocular Drone
Essence Cost: .2 Cost: 6000¥ x rating
Replaces a single eye with a spyball flying camera drone fashioned to look like a cybereye.
When in the user's socket, it functions as a cybereye, but can also be removed and remote
piloted via Rigging skill as a drone. Sends a remote signal to the user's brain when piloted
remotely, allowing the user to see what it sees. Rated the same as cybereyes, and contains the
same features as cybereyes at the same rating levels.

Retinal Duplication
Essence Cost: .1 Cost: 20000¥
This small, amazingly useful, and powerfully illegal cyberware duplicates a single individual's
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retina, and is used for fooling retinal scanners. In order to manufacture one, one must possess a
retinal scan of the mark OR the mark's actual retina.

Thermal Vision Enhancement
Essence Cost: .1 Cost: 2000¥
Allows the user to see heat and heat signatures. Obsolete with cybereyes that incorporate this
enhancement.

Targeting Laser
Essence Cost: .2 Cost: 1000¥
Implants a laser sight in the user's eye, giving +1 in Rolls to Hit (NOT cumulative with other
laser sights).

EARS
Cyberears
Essence Cost: .5 Cost: 3000¥ x rating
Identical to cybereyes in terms of rating and circumstantial bonus to Rolls to Detect involving
sound and hearing.

Balance Augmenter
Essence Cost: .2 Cost: 8000¥
Enhances the  inner  ear's  natural  balance  mechanism,  giving a  circumstantial  +1 in  all  rolls
involving balance (walking across a beam, landing after a fall, etc.).

Damper
Essence Cost: .2 Cost: 2500¥
Provides internal protection against sudden spikes in noise level, including flashbangs.

BODY
Bone Lacing (Carbon Fiber or Plastic)
Essence Cost: 1 Cost: 8000¥
Your bones are laced with a lattice of reinforcing petrochains, improving their integrity and
tensile strength. +1 Strength when resisting damage or attacking unarmed, +1 Endurance in all
physical rolls (getting bludgeoned, roll to knock out, etc.). Note: Can only have 1 bone lacing
enhancement at a time.

Bone Lacing (Aluminum)
Essence Cost: 1 Cost: 18000¥
Identical to the above, except with aluminum. +2 Strength when resisting damage or attacking
unarmed, +2 Endurance in all physical rolls (getting bludgeoned, roll to knock out, etc.).

Bone Lacing (Platinum)
Essence Cost: 1 Cost: 30000¥
Identical to the above, except with platinum. +3 Strength when resisting damage or attacking
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unarmed, +3 Endurance in all physical rolls (getting bludgeoned, roll to knock out, etc.).

Dermal Plating
Essence Cost: .5 x Rating Cost: 3000¥ x Rating
Hard plastic  and ceramic fiber  plates are  bonded to the user’s  skin.  The plates are  clearly
visible, and are even more obvious to the touch, but they can be cosmetically stylized for color
and surface texture. Dermal plating cannot be combined with other augmentations to the skin
that provide armor, including orthoskin. Dermal plating acts as an additional layer of armor that
must  be  Bypassed in  Rolls  to  Bypass  Armor,  with  its  Protection  value  equal  to  its  rating.
Typically rated 1 to 5, though exceptionally rare and elite dermal plating does exist (6 to 7).

Fingertip Compartment
Essence Cost: .1 Cost: 3000¥ 
Identical to the tooth compartment, but on one's finger. If Storyteller's wish, such cyberware
can  be  given  a  Concealment  score,  which  can  be  rolled  against  Detect  for  character's
scrutinizing the user of this cyberware.

Internal Air Tank
Essence Cost: .5 Cost: 4500¥ x Rating 
Replaces one lung with a pressurized internal air reserve that allows the user to breathe off of
internal reserves for up to Rating hours. Allows extended underwater operations, and renders
the user immune to inhalation vector toxins. Refilling the tank can be done with an air intake
valve (protruding under the ribs), or by six hours of normal breathing.

Full Muscle Replacement
Essence Cost: .6 x Rating Cost: 25000¥ x Rating 
Why bother exercising when you can simply install a physique? This enhancement replaces the
user's  muscles  with  vat  grown  synthetic  muscles,  calcium  treatments,  and  skeletal
reinforcement. Rated 1 to 5 for normal cyberphysicians, but can go as high as 7 with the most
talented and expensive surgeons. The rating of this cyberware replaces the character's default
Strength score (so, realistically, there's no sense in getting this surgery with a lower value than
one's Strength, as this would effectively be weakening the user).

Reaction Enhancers & Wireless Reflexes
Essence Cost: .5 x Rating Cost: 20000¥ x Rating 
By  replacing  specific,  isolated  vertebrae  of  your  spinal  column  with  segments  of
superconducting  material,  your  reactions  to  events  become  quicker.  The  rating  of  this
cyberware replaces your default Speed score (thus, again, there's no point in a character taking
a rating in this cyberware that's lower than their existing Speed score). 

Smuggling Compartment
Essence Cost: .3 Cost: 7500¥
For items that won’t fit in a fingertip but that you still can’t afford to have found, smuggling
compartments can be placed in parts of the body that can be easily hollowed out/replaced. This
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includes ribs and the space between them, hip bones, shoulder blades, and so forth. These
compartments can allow the storage of small and mini-sized items.

Oxysys Cybergills
Essence Cost: .3 Cost: 5000¥
Gills. Allow breathing underwater.

Retractable Climbing Claws
Essence Cost: .2 Cost: 4000¥
Strong, sharp, retractable claws that facilitate easier climbing on difficult surfaces. +2 in all Rolls
to Climb (except on ladders, ropes, etc.). Also, has a default Deadliness: 2, Penetration: 2 and
can be used in melee combat.

Chameleon Processor
Essence Cost: .3 Cost: 8000¥
Gives the user chameleonic nano skin that can be changed at will as active camouflage. Yields a
+3 bonus to Hide, etc.

LIMBS & LIMB ACCESSORIES
Cyberlimbs
Essence Cost: Arm or Leg: 1, Torso: 1.5, Skull: .75 Cost: Highly variable, see below
A tremendous  variety  of  cyberlimbs  exist  in  the  current  market,  including  those  that  are
obviously artificial (cheaper), those that have the facade of realness (moderately expensive), to
the  state  of  the  art  cyberlimbs  that  appear  totally  organic  (ridiculously  pricey).  Cyberlimbs
comes in a stunning array of configurations, strength and agility capacities, and with a dazzling
plethora  of  features.  Detailing  every  possible  cyberlimb  in  the  Shadowrun  lore  would  be
exhausting and is outside the scope of this supplement. Use your creativity and consult with
your Storyteller when using cyberlimbs in game.

Cyberlimb Holster & Slide
Essence Cost: 0, integrated into an existing cyberlimb Cost: 2000¥ (holster), 1500 (slide)
This compartment allows a small melee weapon or sidearm to be holster within a cyberlimb,
The optional slide component allows a holstered weapon within a cyberarm to be instantly
wirelessly activated and sprung out into the user's cyberhand. Weapons holstered in cyberlimbs
are totally concealed, unless the limb is discovered and scrutinized.

Hand Razors
Essence Cost: 0, integrated into an existing cyberarm Cost: 7000¥ per hand
Outfits the user's cyberarm fingers with retractable razors/knives, making the cyberarm lethal in
close quarters combat. Deadliness: 5, Penetration: 5 and count as unarmed attacks.

Hydraulic Jacks (Cyberlegs)
Essence Cost: 0, integrated into an existing cyberleg Cost: 2500¥ x Rating
This implant requires the user to have 2 cyberlegs. Once installed, hydraulic jacks allow the
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user to leap further, fall further, and sprint faster than any meatbody ever could. The user gets a
Circumstantial Bonus in all rolls to jump, fall, and run equal to the hydraulic jacks' rating, and is
also capable of jumping 20% further than human legs for every point of Rating, ultimately
allowing leaps and falls much greater than humanoids can execute.

Large Smuggling Compartment
Essence Cost: 0, integrated into a cyberlimb Cost: 8000¥
Same as a small smuggling compartment, only larger.

Monofilament Hand Razors
Essence Cost: 0, integrated into an existing cyberarm Cost: 10000¥ per hand
Identical to Hand Razors, except Deadliness: 6, Penetration: 6.

Integral Tool Kit
Essence Cost: 0, integrated into an existing cyberlimb Cost: 3000¥
Utilizes  part  of  a  cyberlimb  to  house  various  tools  for  repair,  assembly  and  disassembly,
sabotage, and lockpicking.

Integral MedKit
Essence Cost: 0, integrated into an existing cyberlimb Cost: 1000¥ + medkit cost
Utilizes part of a cyberlimb to house a compartment for a medkit. Can be outfitted with an
Auto-Injector for an additional 2000¥, which immediately treats the user with the medkit the
instant trauma is suffered, even if the user is unconscious.

Cybertorch
Essence Cost: 0, integrated into an existing cyberarm Cost: 2500¥
Outfits a cyberarm with a plasma torch for cutting metal and lighting cigarettes.

Cyberlight
Essence Cost: 0, integrated into an existing cyberarm or cyberskull Cost: 1000¥
Implants a bright LED light with multiple settings and filters into a cyberarm or as a literal
headlamp in a cyberskull.

BIOWARE
In  addition to the  hyper  synthetic  Cyberware  available  to  body mod enthusiasts,  there's  a
second option known as Bioware This ware is the organic alternative to ersatz cyberware, and
as  such,  costs  much  less  (typically  half)  Essence  than  conventional  cyberware.  Whereas
cyberware can give a chummer cybereyes, bioware gives him cat eyes instead. Cyberware can
protect a berk with dermal implants, while bioware grafts dragonskin onto his body.

For every bit of cyberware that exists, there's a bioware facsimile that costs less essence. The
trade off is that the process of growing bioware in labs is more time consuming and therefore
more expensive than industrially produced cyberware.
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Totems & Spirit Guides
Another iconic element of Shadowrun lore
that needs adapting into the SAGA ruleset
is  the  existence  of  Totems and  Spirit
Guides.  With the Awakening of magic in
the Sixth World, many meta-humans, the
shamans of  Shadowrun, have discovered
an intrinsic bond between themselves and
a spiritual teacher or guide. These totems
are most commonly animal spirits, such as
Hawk, Jackal, Coyote, Rat, Bear, and so on,
but  can  also  speak  to  characters  as
symbolic abstracts, such as Mountain, Sky,
Dragonslayer, or Ocean.

When  a  character  hears  a  totem  guide
speaking to them, it radically alters their life.
Different  spirit  guides  have  different
teachings,  different  paths,  different
perspectives  and  ideologies,  and  the
shamans who follow spirit  guides tend to
adopt  many  of  the  mannerisms  of  their
totem.  In  exchange  for  this  devotion,
totems  impart  passive  bonuses  and
powerful  shamanic  magics  onto  their
devotees.

In terms of game mechanics, in addition to the basic rules laid out for magic in the SAGA Core
Rulebook, Shadowrun SAGA characters should also take a Skill Specialization in the shamanic
magic  of  their  totem.  For  example,  Hawk  Shamanism,  Bear  Totemic  Magic,  etc.  Such
characters also invariably carry with them a physical totemic fetish related to and probably
made  up  of  parts  of  their  spirit  guide.  These  characters  also  maintain  direct  spiritual
communication and complex relationships with their totems.

As previously mentioned, most shamans receive a passive, ongoing bonus from their spirit
guide related to the type of magic that spirit embodies. For example, a character devoted to
Hawk might receive a passive +2 bonus in all rolls to Detect Lies, Falsehoods, Deception and
the like (since hawk is a totem of Truth and seeing through illusion) and also +1 to Speed and
all rolls involving Speed (since hawk is also a symbol of swift predation), but might also be
fairly stern and humorless or perhaps sharp tongued. A Bear Shaman, on the other hand, might
receive a passive +1 to both Strength and Endurance, and a +1 to all healing and medicine
skills, as Bear is a symbol of healing, but might also be stubborn or slow to act. A Fog Shaman
might receive +2 to all Rolls pertaining to Stealth and Illusion, but might have difficulty, as a
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character, in being straightforward and truthful.

This  supplement  will  not  elaborate
comprehensively  on  such  bonuses,  as
players and Storytellers should be creative
and diverse in their use of such symbols.
Also,  feel  free  to  explore  minute
philosophical  differences  between
characters  devoted  to  the  same  spirit
guide  –  no  two  boars  are  identical,  so
why  should  two  Boar  shamans  be
generic?  Maybe  one  boar  shaman
embodies the strength of boar but is also
pigheaded, while another embodies boar's
ability  to  sniff  out  hidden  gems  (like
truffles!) but is a total slob. Be diverse and
creative!

Furthermore, beyond passive bonuses and
characteristics pertaining to their  totems,
Shadowrun shamans also have the ability
to perform general shamanic magic. This
can take the form of powerful rituals using
their totemic specialization, the effects of
which often act to “buff” or “debuff” allies
or  enemies  or  to  generally  affect  the
world  around  themselves.  Moreover,
Shadowrun shamans can summon forth a
variety  of  spirits  with  their  shamanic
magic,  which  varies  according  to  their
environments  and  the  spirits  around
them.

For example, a rat shaman in a festering alleyway might notice the presence of a Garbage
Elemental,  or  a wolf  shaman out at sea might feel  the presence of a powerful  Tide Spirit.
Regardless of the types of spirits who appear in game, it is useful for Shadowrun shamans to
take  Skill  Specializations  in  Spirit  Summoning  and  Spirit  Control/Influence.  The  first
specialization is used in rolls against Difficulty to actually call forth magical and eldritch spirits.
The second is used to either coerce or convince summoned spirits to stay loyal and aid the
shaman (rolled against a summoned spirit's Independece). Spirits are a capricious, chaotic, and
unpredictable lot – some may actively help the shamans who call  them, while some may
immediately turn on their callers. The risk is often worth it, however, as everyone universally
acknowledges that spirits are hella powerful. 
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Non-Shamanic Magic
MAGES, ADEPTS, & TRADITIONS
Not all magic users in Shadowrun are
shamans.  There  are  a  great  many
Awakened characters in the Shadowrun
world who do not  follow a totem or
spirit guide, and who draw their power
from ritual,  symbol, and the elements
themselves.  In the Sixth World,  there
are  numerous  magical  traditions  that
allow practitioners to harness magical
energy  without  a  totem  by  utilizing
ritual  and form.  Mages  who follow a
non-shamanic  tradition  are  known  as
Hermetic  Mages  or,  simply,  Mages.
As with  shamans and their  totems,  a
mage  should  take  his  Tradition  quite
seriously,  and  at  least  a  few  of  his
characteristics and mannerisms should
be  focused  around  that  tradition.
Certainly,  if  nothing  else,  his  outlook
and  philosophy  should  reflect  his
Tradition.

Though they are too numerous to list, a
sampling of magical traditions includes:
Wicca  (traditional  witchcraft),  Druidic
Magic,  Chaos Magic  (drawing power
from  the  energies  of  change),  Blood
Magic  (the tradition of using blood to
empower spellcraft), Meditative Magic
(empowering  spellcraft  through
meditation),  Asceticism  (empowering
magic through meditation and fasting),
and so on. There also exist a number of
rekindled  racial  heritage  magical
traditions, such as Dwarven Magic and
Troll  Magic,  that  are  being
rediscovered by meta-humans are they
delve into their fabled pasts.
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Among  mages,  there  is  a
further  subdivision  of  practice
devoted  to  the  ensorcelment
and  imbuing  of  magical
energies  into  the  arts  of
unarmed  and  melee  combat.
Those  who  practice  these
magical martial  arts are known
as  Physical  Adepts  or  just
Adepts,  and  they  are  among
the  most  feared  warriors  in
Shadowrun lore. By using their
sorcerous arts, Adepts are able
to  rip  flesh,  punch  and  kick
through brick walls, bend steel,
cut  through  swaths  of
opponents, leap and run faster
and  higher  than  the  non-
Awakened,  and  protect
themselves  with  energetic
armors.  Not  all  adepts  can do
all  of  these  things,  of  course,
and a given adept's techniques
vary  from  individual  to
individual. There are also those
adepts who apply their freakish
skills  to  gunplay,  known  as
Gunslinger Adepts.

LEYLINES
Another vital concept borrowed
from original Shadowrun lore is the notion of the leyline. These are loci of immense magical
power that occur throughout the Sixth World. These can range from obviously powerful sites,
like Stonehenge or Mt. Kilamanjaro, to innocuous shimmering pools of piss and shit in the
backalleys of the Seattle Sprawl. All mages and shamans have a spiritual eye for leylines, some
more  gifted than others  at  feeling the  presence  of  these  gyres  of  otherworldly  puissance.
Leylines are highly sought after and used to catastrophic effect by mages because they amplify
magical power.

In terms of game mechanics, any magically Awakened character near or directly on a leyline
receives a Circumstantial  Bonus to all  magical  skills  and power equal  to the power of  the
leyline. This can vary greatly between leylines, some being rather innocuous and others being
absurdly powerful, and is left entirely to Storyteller discretion.
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Drone Rigging, Riggers
RIGGERS
The final aspect of Shadowrun that isn't
covered by the SAGA Core Rulebook
is  yet  another  profession  in  the
shadows:  Drone Rigging.  Riggers are
wiz  technofetishists  who  treat  their
drones like  others  treat  their  pets  or
their  kids.  They  live  for  circuitry  and
grease,  and  love  to  watch  their
enemies  crumble  beneath  a  hail  of
microcopter  machinegun  blasts.
Drones  come  in  a  cornucopia  of
shapes,  sizes,  and  functions,  and
riggers love to tinker with them all.

For  the  purpose  of  using  drones  in
game,  Rigger  characters  should  take
Rigging  –  Targeting  and  Rigging  –
Evasive  Maneuvers  skill
specializations  for  the  purpose  of
moving,  attacking,  and  defending  in
and out of combat. When a drone is
being piloted by a rigger, it uses the
rigger's Targeting specialization in Rolls
to  Hit,  Evasive  Maneuvers
specialization  in  dodging  attacks  or
incoming obstacles.

Outside  of  piloting  drones  in  combat,  Rigger  characters  should  also  take  Rigging  –
Programming  specialization  for  inputting  programs  into  drones  and  Rigging  –  Drone
Construction & Repair specialization for creating and maintaining their toys.

Riggers also require a  Control Rig (see Cyberware above) to interface with drones remotely,
unless they're using some archaic wireless technology NOT implanted in their heads.... Fucking
weirdos.
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DRONES
Drones  themselves  come  in  a  tremendous
variety of  shapes,  sizes,  and purposes.  It  is
not  necessary  to  list  them  all  here.  It  is
necessary,  however,  to  understand  that  all
drones have a number of stats in common.
These are:

Type:  What the drone is  for;  e.g.:  combat,
medic, recon/espionage, delivery, etc.
Speed:  How  fast  the  drone  moves;  used
primarily in combat on Autopilot for dodging
attacks.
Armor:  This  is the drone's  Protection value,
used in combat when it is hit by attacks.
Integrity:  This is the drone's Strength value;
compared  against  Deadliness  to  determine
whether or not it breaks or blows up when its
armor is penetrated in combat.
Targeting  Computer:  How  well  the  drone
shoots shit; used in combat on Autopilot in
Rolls to Hit.
Firewall  Encryption:  How  well  the  drone
resists  being  hacked  by  rival  deckers  and
riggers.
Armament:  What the drone is  armed with.
Drone  weaponry  is  extremely  diverse,  and
can mirror or mimic just about any weapon
used  by  humanoids.  Common  weapons
include  machineguns  and  mortars.  Also
includes  loudouts  like  cameras,  scanners,
jammers, medkits, etc.
Special  Programming:  Includes  any  non-
combat features programmed into the drone,
such  as  defeating  locks,  delivering  medical
aid to the wounded, or picking up tacos from
Stuffer Shack.

As  implied  by  the  above  passages,  drones
can  be  set  on  Autopilot,  if  they  are
programmed  to  do  so.  When  autopiloting
themselves,  drones  use  their  Targeting
Computer in Rolls to Hit and their Speed in
dodging enemy Rolls to Hit.
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General Information Attributes
Name: Endurance:
Age, Sex/Gender: Intelligence:
Meta-Race, Race: Speed:
Size, Height, Weight: Strength:
Totem or Spirit Guide: Willpower:
Magical Tradition: Essence: /5
Classes, Professions, Titles: Status Effects (bonuses/penalties):

Skill Generalizations
Acrobatics: Crafting & Repair:
Animals: Detect:
Art: Entertainment & Performance:
Bushcraft: Gambling & Gaming:
Combat, Melee: Magic & Psionics:
Combat, Ranged: Medicine:
Combat, Unarmed: Science & Gadgets:
Communication: Stealth:
Courage: Vehicles & Machines:

Skill Specializations
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Knowledge & Languages Spoken

Weapons, Armor, Equipment

Cyberware, Drones, Gadgets, Vehicles
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Contacts

Motivations, Desires, Likes & Dislikes, Flavor Traits
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Appearance, Distinguishing Features, Illustration

Character Background & History
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